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Nomenclature

Unless indicated otherwise, the following nomenclature applies to the equations presented in this dissertation.

A: active area, m$^2$ (or cm$^2$, where noted)

A$_{net}$: net cell area (total area minus feedholes), m$^2$

c: concentration, mol/cm$^3$

C$_{p_{gas,i}}$: gas specific heat, J/mol K, for $i$ species

C$_{p_i}$: material specific heat, J/kg K, $i$=each cell layer

$n_i$: flowrate, mol/sec for $i$ species

F: Faraday’s Law, 96485 Coulombs/mol electrons

$h_i$: enthalpy, J/mol for $i$ species

$h$: heat transfer coefficient, W/m$^2$K

$i$: current density, Amps/m$^2$ (when multiplied by active area, A) or Amps/cm$^2$ where noted

$I$: current, Amps

$k$: thermal conductivity, W/m K

MW: molecular weight, kg/mol

$n$: specie quantity, mol

$\bar{R}$: universal gas constant, 8.315 J/mol K

$P$: pressure, bars (except where noted)

$Q$: heat rate, J/sec

$SR_i$: stoichiometric ratio, $i$ = air or H$_2$

$\bar{t}_i$: material thickness, m

$T$: temperature, K

$V_i$: material volume, m$^3$, $i$=each cell layer

WEG: water/ethylene glycol (coolant)

$X$: mole fraction

$Y$: mass fraction

Greek symbols

$\varepsilon$: factor used to determine volumetric vapor content
\( \phi \): relative humidity  
\( \eta \): overpotential, volts  
\( \rho_{i} \): material density, kg/m\(^3\), \( i \)=each cell layer  
\( \rho_{\text{res},i} \): specific resistance, ohm-m, \( i \)=each cell layer

**Subscripts**
- \( \text{void} \): channel flowfield, porosity voids (e.g. \( A_{\text{void}} = A \times \% \text{ porosity or } \% \text{ contact area} \))  
- \( \text{L} \): channel lands, solid portion of porous material (e.g. \( A_{\text{L}} = A \times (1\% \text{ porosity or } \% \text{ contact area}) \))  
- \( \text{liq} \): liquid  
- \( \text{gases} \): gases  
- \( \text{avg} \): average
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Abstract

For passenger fuel cell vehicles (FCVs), customers will expect to start the vehicle and drive almost immediately, implying a very short system warmup to full power. While hybridization strategies may fulfill this expectation, the extent of hybridization will be dictated by the time required for the fuel cell system to reach normal operating temperatures. Quick-starting fuel cell systems are impeded by two problems: 1) the freezing of residual water or water generated by starting the stack at below freezing temperatures and 2) temperature-dependent fuel cell performance, improving as the temperature reaches the normal range. Cold start models exist in the literature; however, there does not appear to be a model that fully captures the thermal characteristics of the stack during sub-freezing startup conditions. Existing models do not include stack internal heating methods or endplate thermal mass effect on end cells.

The focus of this research is the development and use of a sub-freezing thermal model for a polymer electrolyte fuel cell stack and system designed for integration within a direct hydrogen hybrid FCV. The stack is separated into individual cell layers to determine an accurate temperature distribution within the stack. Unlike a lumped model, which may use a single temperature as an indicator of the stack’s thermal condition, a layered model can reveal the effect of the endplate thermal mass on the end cells, and accommodate the evaluation of internal heating methods that may mitigate this effect.

This research is designed to answer the following motivating questions:

• What detailed thermal model design will accurately characterize the fuel cell stack and system during the sub-freezing startup operation?
• What are the effects of different startup strategies on energy consumption and time to normal operation?

These questions are addressed in this dissertation. Major research findings include the following recommendations for the best startup strategies based on model parameter values and assumptions: 1) use internal heating methods (other than stack reactions) below 0°C, 2) circulate coolant for uniform heat distribution, 3) minimize coolant loop thermal mass, 4) heat the endplates, and 5) use metal such as stainless steel for the bipolar plates.
1 Introduction and Problem Statement

In early 2002, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) announced a new partnership with USCAR (consortium of Big Three automakers DaimlerChrysler, Ford and General Motors) called FreedomCAR whose goal is to reduce U.S. dependence on petroleum through the development of hydrogen-powered fuel cell cars and light trucks. The primary focus of FreedomCAR is on basic research to provide fuel cell vehicles that use no petroleum. Considerable research and development effort has been funded through DOE under FreedomCAR’s predecessor, the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV), for hydrogen/air fuel cells powered directly by hydrogen and indirectly with other fuels. While much progress has been made on advancing fuel cell systems, the primary challenges for direct hydrogen systems are the lack of retail refueling infrastructure, on-board hydrogen storage, cost, durability, size and weight (U.S. DOE, 2001).

In addition to these challenges, reducing system startup time can produce interesting implications for the system configuration, such as the need to hybridize, which adds complexity and possibly cost. For passenger fuel cell vehicles, customers will expect to start the vehicle and drive almost immediately, implying a very short system warmup to full power. For the direct hydrogen system, the current DOE requirement for the 2010 goal of cold startup from -20°C to maximum power is 30 seconds (U.S. DOE, 2002). While there is debate on the conditions in which hybridization would be useful, given complexity and added cost (Friedman, 1999), some studies concede that the cold start operation would require hybridization (Nadal and Barbir, 1996; Atwood et al., 2001; Rajashekara, 2000; Paganelli et al., 2002).

While hybridization strategies may fulfill the expectation of rapid driveaway, the extent of hybridization will be dictated by 1) the time required for the fuel cell system to reach normal operating temperatures, 2) packaging limits in real vehicles, and 3) effects of added weight. An analysis tool is developed and used in this dissertation to explore methods to minimize the startup time.

Problem Statement

A cold start fuel cell stack thermal model is a tool that can be used to analyze different warming strategies. However, a model that fully captures the thermal characteristics of the stack during sub-freezing cold start is not currently available. Based on an evaluation of existing cold start stack thermal models in the literature, a new cold start stack thermal model is necessary to meet the criteria defined for an acceptable cold start simulation.

Existing models lack the following features:

- Modeling of stack internal heating methods (other than stack reactions) and their impact on the stack temperature distribution.
- Modeling of endplate thermal mass effect on end cells and its impact on the stack temperature distribution.

Existing cold start stack thermal models address and model external heating methods as well as heat generated internally due to stack reactions. However, these
models consider the stack as a lumped mass and do not also accommodate the evaluation of other internal heating methods that are more easily included when the individual cell layers are modeled. Part of the evaluation of these heating methods includes observing the stack temperature distribution and even the cell temperature distribution to investigate temperature excursions within sensitive components such as the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM). (PEM fuel cell stacks are considered suitable for transportation applications because they provide continuous electrical energy at high efficiency and power density (Thomas and Zalbowitz, 1999)).

Furthermore, these models do not explicitly account for the effect of the endplate thermal mass on the stack. The thermal mass of the endplates draws heat from the cells at both ends of the stack and affects the stack temperature distribution. Existing models use a single stack temperature or stack coolant outlet temperature, for example, as an indicator of the stack’s thermal condition; however, in a model in which the cell layers are separate, the condition of each cell within the stack can be observed. For example, if the stack cannot operate until it is heated to 0ºC, a single temperature may hide the fact that the end cells are lower than 0ºC, resulting in ice formation if the stack is operated.

**New Model**

The one-dimensional, layered cell thermal model developed in this dissertation considers the features, in addition to those found in existing models, which form an analysis tool for sub-freezing cold start of a PEM fuel cell stack. Specifically, the main features of this new model are:

- Multi-layered structure (considers individual cell layers)
- Inclusion of transients and important physical effects,
- Inclusion of heat of fusion in energy balance to account for melting ice at 0ºC (formed if stack operates at sub-freezing temperatures),
- Evaluation of external heating methods,
- Evaluation of internal heating methods, facilitated by a layered cell model,
- Consideration of endplate thermal mass to obtain a stack temperature distribution which will characterize a stack’s condition more accurately than the simple surrogate of a single stack temperature, also facilitated by a layered model,
- Ability to set initial temperature to any temperature, especially sub-freezing temperatures, and
- Validation with experimental data.

The model includes those features not considered by existing cold start stack thermal models, namely the ability to observe the impact on the stack temperature distribution by stack internal heating methods (other than stack reactions) and the endplate thermal mass effect on end cells.

This new model was developed using Matlab®/Simulink® software. In a transportation application, such as a direct hydrogen hybrid fuel cell vehicle, the cold start operation generally includes the entire fuel cell system. Therefore, the layered cell thermal model is incorporated into a fuel cell system in which system component thermal masses have also been included. The fuel cell system used is one designed for integration into a direct hydrogen hybrid fuel cell vehicle model (DaimlerChrysler, Ballard Power Systems, 2003).
The cold start thermal model simulates startup for a non-moving vehicle. It is understood that the cooling loop heat fluxes may be different while the vehicle is being driven. However, these interactions are not within the scope of this dissertation.

Organization of Dissertation

This dissertation is organized in three main chapters. In Chapter 2, a review of existing cold start stack thermal models is presented. In Chapter 3, the model generation is described, including equations and non-proprietary component data, and a comparison is made between a lumped stack model and a layered cell model. In Chapter 4, simulation results are shown to highlight the capabilities of the layered cell thermal model and evaluate various warming methods using the model at the stack and system levels.

Confidentiality

The model has been validated against experimental data using DaimlerChrysler and Ballard Power Systems proprietary parameter values, but is used in this dissertation for simulations with literature-based and non-proprietary parameter values that do not necessarily represent the state-of-the-art. The purpose of the model is not to show how to attain the DOE goal of 30 seconds from –20C to “maximum power” (U.S. DOE, 2002), for example, but to demonstrate the benefits of this model as a tool for cold start analysis.

2 Literature Review

This chapter analyzes different publicly available cold start fuel cell stack thermal models and makes a qualitative comparison among them. The qualitative comparison uses a set of criteria based on suggested design and operating guidelines to minimize startup time from sub-freezing temperatures (Weisbrod et al., 2000). Criteria for fuel cell vehicle models in general are discussed in Hauer (2001) and, while not considered here specifically, can be applied to the cold start stack thermal models. (A separate literature survey of cold start heat and water management is summarized in the Appendix, Section 7.1.)

Five cold start stack thermal models from the literature are described and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. It is concluded that none of the investigated models 1) considers internal heating methods other than heat generated during stack operation or 2) explicitly considers the effect of the endplate thermal mass on the end cells of the stack. Both of these factors are important in determining the stack temperature distribution, which can be observed with a stack model sectioned in cell layers. Of the models investigated, all are transient and consider the energy and mass balances for the stack; however, the stack is modeled as a lumped mass and a temperature distribution cannot be obtained.

2.1 Introduction

An outline of requirements for fuel cell vehicle models is found in Hauer (2001) which is a modification of general model criteria (such as: theoretical soundness,
completeness, practicality and valid results), as discussed in Bowman and Akiva (1996). These criteria are considered here in the context of cold start stack thermal models.

Theoretical soundness requires that the model considers relevant physical effects and be solid mathematically. For a cold start stack thermal model, thermal transients should be considered. Furthermore, energy and mass balances should be taken into account, which include sensible energy flows for coolant and anode and cathode gases. Water generation and phase changes (vapor, liquid and ice in the case of sub-freezing temperatures), stack heat losses to the environment, as well as internal heat generation by the electrochemical reactions and ohmic resistance should also be considered.

Completeness requires that a model has flexibility to evaluate several options. For a cold start stack thermal model, there should be a means by which a variety of stack internal and external warming methods can be compared using parameters such as energy consumption and startup time. In addition, there should exist the ability to observe the effect of the endplate thermal mass on the stack temperature distribution. This distribution can be used, for example, to observe the coldest cell (or the cell by the endplate) temperature and determine if it is below freezing even while the other layers are above freezing, a scenario that could generate ice if the stack was operated. Using a single stack temperature or the stack coolant outlet temperature, for example, may not be a good indicator of the actual stack thermal condition because it can hide the effect of the endplate thermal mass on the end cells. Even if the endplate thermal mass is considered in the calculation of the overall stack thermal mass used in the stack temperature calculation, the effect on the end cells is absent.

Practicality requires that a model has the necessary input data and can be validated. For a cold start stack thermal model, stack characteristic data is necessary, such as mass and specific heat, as well as electrochemical data which can determine stack internal heat and gas flows. In addition, a sub-freezing cold start stack thermal model should be functional at an initial temperature set by required technical targets, such as those outlined by the U.S. Department of Energy (U.S. DOE, 2002). Finally, results should be valid within error margins determined from experimental data.

The next section compares five cold start stack thermal models against the criteria explained above, and then describes a new cold start stack thermal model that is the focus of this dissertation. The comparison is summarized and it is concluded that a new cold start stack thermal model is necessary.

2.2 Review of existing cold start stack thermal models

Five models were evaluated for their treatment of startup. These five models were chosen because they were the only ones in the literature that used a stack thermal model to specifically address cold start. The developers are listed below in chronological order:

1) Amphlett et al., 1996 - Royal Military College of Canada
2) Doss et al., 1998 - Argonne National Laboratory
3) Weisbrod et al., 2000 - Los Alamos National Laboratory
4) De Francesco and Arato, 2002 - Università di Genova
5) Gurski, 2002 - incorporated a transient model into Advisor (vehicle simulation program developed by National Renewable Energy Laboratory)
2.2.1 Amphlett et al., 1996

Amphlett et al. (1996) developed a steady state model (electrochemical coupled with thermal) that was transformed into a transient model that determines stack performance when the stack undergoes a disturbance, such as startup from room temperature. The general form of their transient model is

\[ MC \frac{dT_{stack}}{dt} = \dot{q}_{theor} - \dot{q}_{elec} - \dot{q}_{sens} - \dot{q}_{loss} \]

where the left side of the equation is the accumulation term, and the right side terms are, respectively, the theoretical energy produced by the fuel cell reaction, the electric energy output, the energy from each of the fuel cell streams, and the heat loss from the stack surface.

Their model was validated against experimental data obtained from a Ballard Mark V stack. Model results were compared with experimental data for stack voltage, current, and temperature response to a load step of 0 to 20 Amps, for example. The authors determined that the model acceptably predicts the experimental data.

Strengths:
- Transient nature of cold start and physical effects are addressed.
- Internal warming by stack reactions is included.
- Model results are validated with experimental data.

Weaknesses:
- Lowest temperature evaluated is room temperature; sub-freezing temperature is not considered. Sub-freezing water management is not considered.
- External or internal heating methods other than stack reactions are not included.
- Stack temperature distribution is not possible and effect of endplate thermal mass on end cells is not considered.

2.2.2 Doss et al., 1998

Doss et al. (1998) perform a transient analysis of a 50-kW hydrogen-fueled polymer electrolyte fuel cell system starting from 27ºC. The fuel cell is considered as a control volume with values for weight, surface area, heat transfer coefficient and specific heat. In their study they show the stack transient response in reaching its operating temperature of 80ºC with and without the coolant bypassing the radiator. Mass and enthalpy balances are also part of the model and are detailed in an earlier study by other Argonne National Laboratory researchers (Kumar et al., 1994). It is unclear whether the stack model thermal response itself is compared to stack experimental data.

Strengths:
- Transient nature of cold start and physical effects are addressed.
- Internal warming by stack reactions is included.

Weaknesses:
- Lowest temperature evaluated is 27ºC; sub-freezing temperature is not considered. Sub-freezing water management is not considered.
- External or internal heating methods other than stack reactions are not included.
- Stack temperature distribution is not possible and effect of endplate thermal mass on end cells is not considered.
• Validation of stack thermal model results with experimental results is unclear.

2.2.3 Weisbrod et al., 2000

Weisbrod et al. (2000a) addresses stack warm up through experimentation and transient model development. An overall heat and mass balance was defined around their stack. Their initial ambient temperature is –40°C, and they obtained estimates of stack warm up time with and without an external heat source. Some of the assumptions they made for the configuration without the heat source are:
• there is no interaction with coolant system;
• dry air is available from compressor at 78°C (isentropic compression from –40°C); and
• the bipolar plates are thermally isolated from the end plates.

For the external heat source case, they used the above assumptions except they simulated waste heat from a fuel processor to warm stack coolant. Coolant comprised of a 60% ethylene glycol/water mixture was pumped through the stack cooling channels and returned to a reservoir until the stack reached operating temperature.

For the case without the heat source, they made the following conclusions:
• Reduce the thermal load of the end plates by thermal isolation or reduced heat capacity or thermal conductivity. The end plates can be an additional thermal mass that would need heating when warming up the stack. Furthermore, the end plates can draw heat away from within the stack.
• Operate the stack at a constant low stack voltage to maximize stack heat production.
• Compressor heat provides little benefit (Weisbrod et al., 2000b)
• Feed dry gases up to 0°C to unplug ice-packed feed lines and internal stack components.

For the external heat source case, they added the following conclusions:
• Minimize the coolant thermal mass.
• A large external heat source is required to bring stack startup times to a half minute.

Part of the authors’ analysis included calculations determining the fraction of the gas diffusion layer (GDL) void volume that would be occupied by ice formed from water produced in the stack reactions. The porosity of the GDL ensures effective diffusion of the reactant gases to the catalyst. The GDL also allows permeation of water vapor to the membrane to keep it humidified and allows liquid water produced at the cathode to leave the fuel cell. The authors indicate that the impact of ice upon gas diffusion into the catalyst layer will be evaluated in future experiments.

Finally, the authors validated their model results with experiments conducted on an Energy Partners stack designed for cold start testing. Anode, cathode and coolant outlet temperatures were among the experimental results, as well as endplate and stack temperature. The measured and calculated coolant inlet and outlet temperatures were compared, the model results were deemed valid by the authors, and further predictions were made with the validated model.
Strengths:
• Transient nature of cold start and physical effects are considered.
• Water management issues such as purging ice and using dry gases up to 0°C are discussed. The model determines the portion of the GDL covered by ice.
• Internal warming by stack reactions and warming by an external heat source are included.
• It is assumed that the bipolar plates are thermally isolated from the endplates and methods are suggested to improve startup time (reducing the thermal load of the end plates by thermal isolation or reduced heat capacity or thermal conductivity).
• Temperature is initialized at -40°C.
• Model results are validated with experimental data.

Weaknesses:
• Internal heating methods other than stack reactions are not considered.
• Stack temperature distribution is not possible.

2.2.4 De Francesco and Arato, 2002

In their work, De Francesco and Arato (2002) describe a model that evaluates various startup strategies considered for a hybrid fuel cell bus; however, the principles are applicable to a range of vehicles. They developed a transient, lumped stack model using the equation below.

\[
M_t (C_p)_\text{stack} \frac{\partial T_{\text{stack}}}{\partial t} = h_{\text{air}} s_{\text{air}} (T_{\text{air}} - T_{\text{stack}}) + h_{\text{ext}} s_{\text{ext}} (T_{\text{ext}} - T_{\text{stack}}) - \left( \frac{\Delta H}{n_l F} + V^c \right) IS
\]

where \(M_t\) is the total weight of the stack, \(s_{\text{air}}\) is contact area air per cell, \(h_{\text{ext}}\) is the heat transfer coefficient for the external stack surface, \(s_{\text{ext}}\) is the external stack surface area, \(T_{\text{ext}}\) is the temperature external to the stack, \(V^c\) is cathode voltage, \(I\) is current density and \(S\) is total internal cell surface area.

The authors considered four startup methods for the fuel cell system primarily related to the compressor and the stack heating itself. They evaluated the methods under worst-case system conditions, i.e. no external heating, heating by inlet gases during steady state compression, and no external humidification. They provide results and discussion for conditions below freezing, and discuss the possibilities for startup when environmental conditions obviate the need for humidification. However, under conditions when the stack requires humidification and heating, they discuss the use of an air humidifier and air heater.

Laboratory data were obtained in a procedure requiring a screw compressor run by a motor, which was connected to a tubing setup representing the pressure drop associated with a 30 kW fuel cell stack. While the data from this experiment is used in the model, it is unclear whether the stack model thermal response itself is compared to stack experimental data.

Strengths:
• Transient nature of cold start and physical effects are addressed.
• Internal warming by stack reactions is included. Use of external heat under certain conditions is discussed.

Weaknesses:
• Lowest temperature shown in plots is around -13°C, but not as low as -20°C. Sub-freezing water management is not considered.
• External or internal heating methods other than stack reactions are not included; however, it is recognized that the authors assumed a worst-case condition in which external heating is not available.
• Stack temperature distribution is not possible and effect of endplate thermal mass on end cells is not considered.
• Validation of model results with experimental results is unclear.

2.2.5 Gurski, 2002

Gurski (2002) describes in detail a transient fuel cell system and vehicle model developed to quantify the effects of cold start operation on performance and efficiency of a fuel cell system. The vehicle model was part of the Advisor vehicle simulator, developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, in which the user can set data and characteristics of different vehicles. For Gurski’s work, the vehicle model was based upon a hybrid fuel cell vehicle called Magellan (using the Ford Explorer platform) that was developed at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. The transient model has two components – an electrochemical model which includes parasitic losses, and a thermal model that uses a finite difference lumped thermal capacity method to model the stack, reservoir and plumbing. The humidifier, condenser and radiator are also included in the thermal model.

The thermal stack model with the finite method energy and mass balance as found in Gurski (2002) is shown below.

\[ T_{\text{stack}} = T_{\text{previous}} + \frac{\text{timestep}}{\text{lumped capacitance}} (\text{HeatGen} - Q_{\text{coolant}} - Q_{\text{ambient}} - Q_{\text{air}} - Q_{\text{water_vapor}} + Q_{\text{condensing}}) \]

In Gurski’s thermal stack model, inlet and outlet flows and internal heat and water generation are considered. Gurski provides cold start results for the stack, system and vehicle (by integrating his transient system model into the Advisor vehicle simulator), but only for temperatures at 0°C and above. Finally, data for the vehicle model was obtained from Magellan. While in general the models in Advisor are validated against real vehicle data (NREL, 2002), it is unclear whether the thermal model was validated against experiments conducted with Magellan.

Strengths:
• Transient nature of cold start and physical effects are considered.
• Internal warming by stack reactions is included.

Weaknesses:
• Lowest temperature evaluated is 0°C; sub-freezing temperature is not considered. Sub-freezing water management is not considered.
• External or internal heating methods other than stack reactions are not included.
• Stack temperature distribution is not possible and effect of endplate thermal mass on end cells is not considered.
• Validation of thermal model results with experimental results is unclear.
2.3 Summary of Chapter 2

In this chapter a review of existing cold start stack thermal models is provided. These models were evaluated against a set of criteria discussed at the beginning of the review. Table 1 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of each model as they relate to theoretical soundness (criteria 1 and 2), completeness (criteria 3, 4 and 5), practicality (criterion 6) and validity (criterion 7) from a cold start stack thermal model standpoint.

Criterion 1, or *transient and physical effects*, is met by all of the models. This criterion is a good metric to determine whether or not the model adequately captures the processes present during the cold start operating condition. Criterion 2, or *water management at sub-freezing temperatures*, is met by one model. Humidification needs during stack operation are modeled by all the models, but only the model developed by Weisbrod et al. (2000) addresses sub-freezing water management issues such as blockage of ice formed from the water produced by the stack reactions.

Criterion 3, or *stack internal warming strategies*, is partially met by all the models because they only considered stack operation, and not other methods, for internal warming. Criterion 4, or *external warming strategies*, is actually modeled by Weisbrod et al. (2000) and only referred to by De Francesco and Arato (2002) as a necessary option under certain circumstances. Criterion 5, or *consideration of endplate thermal mass*, is only addressed by Weisbrod et al. (2000) via an assumption that the bipolar plates are thermally isolated from the endplates.

Criterion 6, or *sub-freezing initial temperature of -20°C*, is only met by Weisbrod et al. (2000), whose initial temperature was at -40°C. Finally, Criterion 7, or *validation with experimental data*, is only met by Weisbrod et al. (2000) and Amphlett, et al. (1996), while for the other models the validation of the thermal model with experimental data was unclear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical soundness</td>
<td>1. Transient, physical effects</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>2. Water management at sub-freezing temperatures</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+¹</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Stack internal warming strategies²</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. External warming strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-³</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Consideration of endplate thermal mass</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>⁰⁴</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practicality</td>
<td>6. Sub-freezing initial temperature of -20°C</td>
<td>- (room temp)</td>
<td>- (27°C)</td>
<td>+ (-40°C)</td>
<td>- (-13°C)</td>
<td>- (0°C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Valid results | 7. Validation with exper. data |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Discusses purging ice and feeding dry gases up to 0°C, calculations show percentage of gas diffusion layer void volume blocked by ice
2Stack reactions only
3Only discusses need for external heat under certain conditions
4Model assumes bipolar plates are thermally isolated from endplates

Table 1: Model eval. (+ meets req., - does not meet req., 0 partially meets req.)

Based on this evaluation a new cold start stack thermal model is necessary to meet the criteria defined for an acceptable cold start simulation. The main features of this new model are:

- Multi-layered structure (considers individual cell layers)
- Inclusion of transients and important physical effects,
- Inclusion of heat of fusion in energy balance to account for melting ice at 0°C (formed if stack operates at sub-freezing temperatures),
- Evaluation of external heating methods,
- Evaluation of internal heating methods, facilitated by a layered cell model,
- Consideration of endplate thermal mass to obtain a stack temperature distribution which will characterize a stack’s condition more accurately than the simple surrogate of a single stack temperature, also facilitated by a layered model,
- Ability to set initial temperature to any temperature, especially sub-freezing temperatures, and
- Validation with experimental data.

Several proposals for stack internal and external heating methods, as well as water management methods, were found in the literature and were useful in providing ideas for the new model development. A review of these literature sources can be found in Section 7.1. Other stack models that were reviewed in the literature are not specific to startup; however, those studies provide useful details related to the physics and assumptions made in their models’ development (Rowe and Li, 2001; Argyropoulos et al., 1999a, 1999b; Dannenberg et al., 2000; Wöhr et al., 1998).

This new cold start stack thermal model could be useful to:

- Automakers and fuel cell stack and system designers, as a tool for evaluating materials, geometries, manufacturing feasibility, and other cell-, stack-, system-, and vehicle-level issues; and
- Universities, as an educational tool.

3 Model Generation

This chapter is divided into two main parts: the fuel cell stack and fuel cell system cooling loop. Both parts include the assumptions, model construction, and parameters for the cell/stack and system components. The stack and system models were developed using Matlab®/Simulink® software. (The experimental validation of the
model, detailed presentation of equations, and summary of parameters are found in the Appendix, Sections 7.2-7.4.)

The stack is characterized on a cell basis, i.e. a layered cell thermal model is developed using first principles, duplicated and included with endplates to represent a stack. The model is built using energy and mass balances at each layer including sensible energy flows for coolant and anode and cathode gases. Water generation and phase changes (vapor, liquid and ice in the case of sub-freezing temperatures), stack heat losses to the environment, as well as internal heat generation by the electrochemical reactions and ohmic resistance are considered. The primary result of the calculations is the layer midpoint temperature as a function of time. Heat generation is not limited to stack reactions. Other heating methods as well as water management strategies considered on a cell/stack level in the model are those proposed in the literature (see Section 7.1).

The cold start operation generally includes the entire fuel cell system, specifically, the cooling loop; therefore, the layered cell thermal model is incorporated into a fuel cell system, in which system component thermal masses and energy calculations have also been included. External heating methods in the model as well as water management strategies considered on a system level are those proposed in the literature (see Section 7.1). The fuel cell system used is one designed for integration into a direct hydrogen hybrid fuel cell vehicle model (DaimlerChrysler, Ballard Power Systems, 2003). It must be noted that the model assumes the vehicle is not being driven. It is understood that the cooling loop heat fluxes may be different while the vehicle is being driven. However, these interactions are not within the scope of this dissertation.

Finally, due to confidentiality, stack and system parameters used in this dissertation have been obtained from the literature and non-proprietary data and do not necessarily represent the state-of-the-art; however, the stack model was validated against proprietary data as shown in Section 7.2. The purpose of the model is not to show how to attain the DOE goal of 30 seconds from –20°C to “maximum power” (U.S. DOE, 2002), for example, but to demonstrate the benefits of this model as a tool for cold start analysis.

3.1 Cell/Stack

The cell model assumes a proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell for which the history and electrochemistry have been well documented in the literature (Larminie and Dicks, 2000; Appleby and Foulkes, 1989; Gottesfeld, 1997). As the fuel cell physical and electrochemical processes contribute to the heat generation that is considered in the cell model, a brief background of these processes is necessary to put the cell model generation and Section 7.3 equations into perspective.

Electrochemical reactions consist of half-reactions occurring at the anode and cathode. The electrodes are separated by an electrolyte, or in the case of a PEM fuel cell, the polymer electrolyte membrane. In the oxidation half-reaction at the anode, H⁺ ions from hydrogen gas travel through the membrane to the cathode, and electrons travel through an external circuit to the cathode. In the reduction half-reaction at the cathode, oxygen, which is provided by air supplied to the cathode, combines with the H⁺ ions and electrons to produce water and heat. Catalysts are used on both electrodes to increase the reaction rates. The half reactions are shown below:
Oxidation half-reaction  
\[ 2H_2 \xrightarrow{\text{Æ}} 4H^+ + 4e^- \]

Reduction half-reaction  
\[ O_2 + 4H^+ + 4e^- \xrightarrow{\text{Æ}} 2H_2O \]

Cell reaction  
\[ 2H_2 + O_2 \xrightarrow{\text{Æ}} 2H_2O \]

Cooling is needed to maintain stack temperature at around 80°C during normal operation and the product water from the cathode reaction is both liquid and vapor. The product water is carried out of the fuel cell by the cathode airflow. Even with the formation of product water, additional humidification is necessary to ensure effective H\(^+\) ion conduction through the membrane.

The layers in the cold start cell thermal model include bipolar plates (with cooling and gas channels), gas diffusion layer (GDL), catalyst support, and membrane, and a complete stack includes an endplate assembly (end plate, bus plate, and interface (I/F) plate) (see Figure 1). The cell model is one-dimensional (along the y-axis) in which the temperature at the center of each layer is calculated (see Figure 2). The equations and parameters involved in generating the cell model are found in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. All cells in the stack are built with the same ten layers (i.e. the middle section in Figure 1 is a repeating unit). Energy and mass balances are maintained within the model.

**Figure 1:** Overview sketch of cell unit and endplates
3.1.1 Assumptions
The assumptions made in constructing the cell model are as follows:
1) Inlet temperatures of anode and cathode gases are linked to the inlet coolant temperature since the gases are cooled (or warmed) prior to entrance into the stack and are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the coolant.
2) A linear temperature distribution along cell in the z-direction is assumed for the coolant and gas flows.
3) The temperature distribution between layer centers has been linearized: \( \frac{dT}{dy} \approx \Delta T/\Delta y \).
4) In gas and coolant channels, the temperature of the land is equal to the temperature of the gas. The land is illustrated in Figure 2 and is defined as the solid portion of the fluid channels.
5) For fluid thermal mass calculations, flows (in and out) are averaged.
6) There is no slip (difference in velocity) between water vapor and liquid phases.
7) Current density, \( i \), is homogeneously distributed over the active area.
8) The net water drag is assumed to be 0, i.e., the electro-osmotic drag through the membrane from anode to cathode and the back diffusion of product water from cathode to anode are assumed to be equal (refer to Sena et al., 1999).
9) Humidification of the anode and cathode is obtained from the ambient air; after the stack temperature reaches 30°C, external humidification begins at an assumed 100% inlet humidity.
10) Reaction water is assumed to be liquid.
11) Heat of vaporization is taken into account in the enthalpy equations.
12) Thermal conductivity, \( k \) for the materials is not a function of temperature as the change in \( k \) is small over the temperature range considered.
13) Enthalpy and specific heat are functions of temperature.
14) Ideal gas law is used for gases.
15) Entropy used in cell heat generation equation is not a function of temperature.
16) Spontaneous and complete condensation and vaporization are assumed.
17) Gas pressure is constant from inlet to outlet.
18) It is approximated that the membrane is gas tight (no \( \text{O}_2 \) or \( \text{H}_2 \) crossover).
19) Perfect air is assumed (79% \( \text{N}_2 \), 21% \( \text{O}_2 \)) with no trace gases.
20) The membrane has constant resistance.
21) Heat of fusion is taken into account.
22) Contact resistance (thermal and electrical) between cell layers is neglected.

3.1.2 Model construction

**Lumped stack v. Layered cell/stack model capabilities**

The benefit of a layered cell model is that a cell temperature distribution can be obtained. This distribution is not possible with a lumped model. This distribution can be used, for example, to observe the coldest cell (or the cell by the endplate) temperature and determine if it is below freezing even while the other layers are above freezing, a scenario that could generate ice within the channels if the stack was operated. See Figure 3 for a comparison of a lumped and layered stack temperature distribution while the stack is not on and is heated by an external heat source. Figure 4 is an enlarged view of the layered model of Figure 3 to show how the cells closest to the endplate can be above and below 0°C at a given point in time, while the lumped stack temperature is 0°C for all cells.
Figure 3: Stack temperature distribution

Figure 4: Stack temperature distribution (enlarged)
The distribution also can be used to determine the temperature differential across the stack and to monitor the membrane so that it does not exceed the allowable temperature. Furthermore, a layered cell model accommodates internal heating scenarios such as catalytic reactions at the anode and/or cathode or an electric wire at the membrane (see Section 3.3).

**Details of model construction**

Due to computational limitations, it was not possible to construct a model with the total number of cells considered in this dissertation. Therefore, it was necessary to determine the minimum number of cells which could accurately represent a full stack. This minimum number of cells would represent the full stack mass as the energy balance is performed on a cell layer basis, i.e. each layer of each cell increases in temperature over time given its own thermal mass and a normalized heat input.

Consider a case in which the fuel cell stack is off, an external heat source is provided until the coldest cell reaches a certain minimum temperature, and then turns off and the stack turns on until the coldest cell reaches a desired setpoint temperature. Figure 5 shows the temperature distribution over time for 5 and 30 cells. For the same conditions, 5 cells appear to take longer to reach the setpoint temperature. This behavior is a result of the endplate thermal mass. For the 5-cell case, the endplates affect the slope of the curve, thus lagging the 30-cell case and requiring longer time (and more energy) for the coldest cell to reach the desired temperature. As the cell number is increased to 30, the distribution approaches the assumed behavior of an n-cell stack.

![Figure 5: Endplate/cell number effect on results – temp. distribution over time](image-url)
The model uses 30 cells as this number was shown to be the minimum necessary; Figure 6 illustrates the diminishing effect on energy consumption with increasing cell number. Note that this use of a 30-cell stack is a computational run time limitation, not an inherent limitation of the layered modeling methodology developed in this research.

![Figure 6: Endplate/cell number effect on results – relative energy](image)

3.2 System

As the cold start operation generally includes the entire fuel cell system, particularly the system cooling loop, system component and coolant thermal masses (values shown in Section 7.4) and energy calculations have also been included and are discussed in this section. Energy and mass balances are maintained within the model. The components include the stack, compressor, humidifier, and startup heat exchanger (external heat source). Vehicle components such as the coolant pump are included, as well as the radiator fan motor, traction motor and radiator when they are not bypassed. However, the condenser is not included as it is not part of the cooling loop involved in cold start.

The warming method external to the fuel cell, i.e. burner or electric heater, represented by “external heat source” in Figure 7, is integrated into the cooling loop, but also has interactions with other components such as the battery and dc/dc converter (e.g. for an electric heater), and fuel and air supply (e.g. for a burner).
Figure 7: Fuel cell system schematic

Flow legend: ... H₂, -- air, -.- electrical energy, ___ coolant

The cooling model in the cold start model serves to carry heat from an external heat source to the stack and system components or circulate stack internal heat. A general schematic of the coolant loop is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Cooling loop schematic
### 3.2.1 Assumptions

1) Heat losses from each component (except for the stack) to the environment are not taken into account.
2) The temperature calculated for each component is the average temperature and is equal to the component coolant temperature.
3) Flow resistances for determining the load on the coolant pump and the parasitic loss due to the pump current draw are considered.
4) The flow resistance of a heat exchanger for external heat sources is accounted for in the hydraulic losses.
5) The flowrate used in the coldstart model is the midpoint of the range shown in Section 7.4. It is assumed that the coolant pump output may be low in a sub-freezing condition and higher, but controlled by stack temperature, during normal operation. The middle of the pump flowrate range is used, to minimize the number of simulations required.
6) For the external warming methods, the heat transfer via a heat exchanger is assumed to be 100% efficient (efficiency is defined as ratio of heat exchanger output to power into heat source) and the full desired power is always available to the coolant. The simulations also include the impact of a heat exchanger that is a more realistic 50% efficient.

### 3.2.2 Model Construction

The cooling model follows the general equation energy shown in Figure 9 and in Equation 1. Component mass, component coolant and system piping coolant are taken into account. Vehicle components such as the fan motor and traction motor as well as the radiator and vehicle piping can be bypassed in the cold start model.

![Figure 9: System component energy balance](image-url)
\[
\frac{dT_{\text{comp}}}{dt} = \frac{\dot{H}_{\text{weg in}} - \dot{H}_{\text{weg out}}}{m_{\text{comp}}c_{p_{\text{comp}}} + m_{\text{comp weg}}c_{p_{\text{comp weg}}}}
\]

**Equation 1: System component energy equation**

The simulations results shown in Chapter 4 compare scenarios with the coolant circulation on and off to show the effect of both conditions on the stack’s temperature distribution during warmup. In addition, for conditions in which the coolant is circulating, the results compare the impact on startup time and energy due to the addition of system and vehicle thermal masses.

Three coolant loop configurations are compared: 1) small loop, including the pump, stack, external heat source, and coolant for these components plus coolant in the stack manifold and system piping, 2) system loop without vehicle components, including the components in the small loop as well as compressor and humidifier component and coolant masses, and 3) the system loop with vehicle components, including all the above components plus the traction and radiator fan motors, the radiator, coolant in these components and coolant in the vehicle piping.

The small loop (with non-operating external heat source but with internally heated stack) is used as the simulation baseline configuration because it is the least thermally massive configuration that accommodates circulation. The system loop without and with vehicle components is used for comparison with the smaller loop (with operating external heat source plus internally heated stack) in the Chapter 4 simulations. An illustration of these coolant loop configurations is shown in dotted lines in Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12.

![Figure 10: Small loop configuration](image-url)
Figure 11: System loop configuration without vehicle components

Figure 12: System loop configuration with vehicle components
When the coolant circulation is on, the stack coolant outlet temperature is calculated taking into account the fact that the model uses 30 cells to represent 225 cells (plus an extra cooling section for symmetry), for computational efficiency. The model calculates the midpoint temperature, or average, for each layer, including each cooling section. The total coolant flowrate used in the 30-cell model (with 31 cooling sections) is divided by 226 cooling sections and there is equal mass flowrate in all cells. To calculate the stack coolant outlet temperature, consider the following illustration and explanation.

![Image of coolant temperature distribution](image)

**Figure 13: Coolant temperature distribution**

In Figure 13, let \( T \) be the distribution of 31 cooling sections and \( T^* \) be the distribution of 226 cooling sections. Then \( T^*_1 = T_1 \), \( T^*_2 = T_2 \) and so forth until \( T^*_15 = T_{15} \). Since there is no change in the middle section, say starting from \( T_{15} \), it can be used to represent the middle section of a 226-section distribution, i.e., \( T^*_16 = T_{15} \), \( T^*_17 = T_{15} \) and so forth until \( T^*_210 = T_{15} \). Then, as shown in Figure 13, \( T^*_{211} = T_{16} \), \( T^*_{212} = T_{17} \) and so forth until \( T^*_{226} = T_{31} \).

The result of the above explanation is the stack coolant outlet temperature for 226 coolant sections and is shown in Equation 2.

\[
T^*_{\text{stack\_coolant\_outlet}} = \frac{\left( \sum_{i=1}^{14} T_{\text{out\_i}} \right) + T_{\text{out\_15}} (226 - 30) + \left( \sum_{j=16}^{31} T_{\text{out\_j}} \right)}{226}
\]

\[
\text{where } T_{\text{out}} = 2T_{\text{avg}} - T_{\text{in}}
\]

**Equation 2: Calculation of stack coolant outlet temperature**
3.3  Cell- and system-level warming methods

This section will discuss cell- and system-level warming methods found in the literature (see Section 7.1.1) and describe how some cell-level methods are investigated using the cold start stack thermal model.

**Cell**

The methods considered are the following, in which the heat is generated via: a) the fuel cell stack itself when in operation, b) catalytic chemical reactions at the anode and/or cathode (with fuel cell stack off) and c) an electric wire laminated in the membrane (with fuel cell stack on or off). These possibilities are discussed below.

A. Stack itself

The stack is a source of heat when it is operating, due to entropy, ohmic and activation losses (including reaction and transport losses). These components are illustrated in the cell overpotential curve in Figure 14.

![Cell overpotential curve](image)

**Figure 14: Cell overpotential curve**

(legend: 1 = entropy loss, 2 = ohmic loss and activation loss including reaction and transport losses)

The cell equations found in Section 7.3 detail the sources of heat generated at the anode and cathode catalysts (Layers 5 and 7) when the stack is operating. The model accommodates the stack operating below 0°C; however, H₂O sensible heat flow is not
considered, while H\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2} sensible heat flows, internal energy, and the heat of fusion are included. Above 0°C, sensible heat flow due to liquid water and water vapor is introduced.

Two sets of literature data are used to determine the stack internal energy. For temperatures from 25°C and above, the expressions found in Amphlett et al. (1995a, b) are used. It was shown in the startup-related paper by Amphlett et al. (1996) that the model presented in the earlier paper produced valid results for initial temperatures around 25°C. For temperatures below 25°C, the data presented by Datta et al., (2002) yields values for current as a function of temperature given the operating voltage. The data in their study is usable to -25°C, which accommodates a starting temperature of -20°C used in this dissertation. This initial temperature was selected to reflect the current United States Department of Energy cold startup requirement for 2010 (U.S. DOE, 2002).

B. Catalytic chemical reactions at electrodes (stack off)

Using controlled amounts of hydrogen and oxygen, it is possible to achieve a temperature rise at the anode and/or cathode catalyst layers. See Figure 15.

![Diagram of Electrode Catalytic Chemical Reaction](image)

**Figure 15: Electrode catalytic chemical reaction**

The model uses a fixed value for heat flow calculated given a fuel and air concentration. According to Rock and Plant (2001), for a reaction at the anode, the O\textsubscript{2} concentration should be around 1-7% by volume in the anode H\textsubscript{2} flow and for a reaction at the cathode, the H\textsubscript{2} concentration should be 0.5-3.5% by volume in the cathode airflow. Their values are based on an initial temperature of below –25°C. Wheeler and Bonville (2000) and Fuller and Wheeler (2000a) discuss reactions on the cathode side only and suggest that the H\textsubscript{2} concentration should be around 1-2% by volume to less than 4% by volume in the cathode airflow. Their values are based on an initial temperature of –40°C. If O\textsubscript{2} is introduced on the anode side, however, there may be unburned H\textsubscript{2} that...
must be dealt with in some way, such as by venting. An example calculation for 1% by
volume hydrogen introduced on the cathode side at an initial temperature of –20°\(\text{C}\) is
shown in the following equations. The reaction is assumed to be steady state, steady flow
and adiabatic in this example.

\[
H_2 + \frac{1}{2}O_2 \rightarrow H_2O \quad \text{where } H_2O \text{ is vapor}
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{air cell}} = \frac{i \cdot SR_{\text{air}}}{4F} \cdot 0.21 \cdot A = 0.0074 \text{ mol} / \text{s}
\]

where

\[
i = 1 \frac{\text{Amp}}{\text{cm}^2}
\]

\[
SR_{\text{air}} = 2
\]

\[
A = 300 \text{ cm}^2
\]

\[
F = 96485 \text{ C} / \text{mol}
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{H_2 \_cathode} = 0.01 \dot{n}_{\text{air cell}} = (7.4 \times 10^{-5}) \text{ mol} / \text{s}
\]

\[
\Delta H_{\text{react}} = \dot{n}_{H_2 \_cathode} \cdot LHV_{H_2} = 18 \text{ W per cell}
\]

\[
\text{react. :}
\]

\[
H_2 : \dot{n}_{H_2 \_cathode} = (7.4 \times 10^{-5}) \text{ mol} / \text{s}
\]

\[
O_2 : \dot{n}_{O_2 \_cathode} = 0.21 \dot{n}_{\text{air cell}} = (1.6 \times 10^{-3}) \text{ mol} / \text{s}
\]

\[
N_2 : \dot{n}_{N_2 \_cathode} = 3.76 \dot{n}_{O_2 \_cathode} = (5.8 \times 10^{-3}) \text{ mol} / \text{s}
\]

only \((3.7 \times 10^{-5}) \text{ mol} / \text{s} \) \(O_2\) required to completely burn \(H_2\)

\[
\text{prod. :}
\]

\[
O_2 : \dot{n}_{O_2 \_cathode} = 1.6 \times 10^{-3} \quad 3.7 \times 10^{-5} \approx (1.6 \times 10^{-3}) \text{ mol} / \text{s}
\]

\[
N_2 : \dot{n}_{N_2 \_cathode} = (5.8 \times 10^{-3}) \text{ mol} / \text{s}
\]

\[
H_2O : \dot{n}_{H_2O \_cathode} = (7.4 \times 10^{-5}) \text{ mol} / \text{s}
\]

\[
\Delta H_{\text{react}} = \Delta H_{\text{prod}} \quad \text{(with adiabatic assumption)}
\]

\[
\Delta H_{\text{prod}} = \sum_i (n \cdot cp) \cdot (T_{\text{ad}} - T_0)
\]

where \(T_{\text{ad}} = \text{unknown}, T_0 = -20^\circ\text{C} = 253K\)

assume \(cp\) values at \(350K\) and solve for \(T_{\text{ad}}\)

\[
T_{\text{ad}} = 335K = 62^\circ\text{C}
\]

Equation 3: Example calculation for cathode side catalytic chemical reaction
The example calculation in Equation 3 results in an adiabatic temperature of 62°C, or the highest possible temperature that can be obtained for the given reactant flows in a reaction in which no heat is transferred. The adiabatic temperature could be used as a “worst case” when considering that the temperature must not be higher than, for example, 80°C to prevent membrane drying. Given that heat will transfer from the electrode to adjoining layers, the reaction temperature will be lower.

C. Electric wire in membrane (stack on or off)

Gebhardt and Waidhas (2000) discuss integrating a wire into the cell membrane (see Figure 16). This heating method is modeled simply with a fixed power value in the membrane layer energy balance equation (see Section 7.3).

![Figure 16: Electric resistance wire in membrane](image)

System

Methods which can be used to facilitate fuel cell system startup are heating the coolant with external heat sources, such as a burner or an electric heater. Either component can be placed before or after the stack as shown in Figure 17. For the external warming methods, the heat transfer via a heat exchanger is assumed to be 100% efficient (efficiency is defined as ratio of heat exchanger output to power into heat source) and the full desired power is always available to the coolant. (The simulations also include the impact of a heat exchanger that is a more realistic 50% efficient.) The effect of temperature on a battery, and therefore on an electric heater, is considered in a separate battery thermal model; however, this analysis is outside the scope of this dissertation. The external heat source is illustrated in Figure 18 and the expression used to model the external heat source is shown in Equation 4.
Figure 17: External heat source placement

Before or after stack

\[ Q_{weg} \]

\[ m_{HX}c_{HX} + m_{cp_{WE}} \]

Figure 18: Heat source/heat exchanger
3.4 Cell- and system-level water management methods

There are two cold start water management methods generally discussed in the literature as shown in Section 7.1.2: 1) purge water at shutdown and 2) keep the water from freezing. It is assumed that “water” refers to the de-ionized water used for stack humidification, and not the de-ionized water/ethylene glycol mixture typically used for the stack coolant. It is further assumed that the coolant remains on-board and does not freeze under the conditions considered in this dissertation. However, it is recognized that some fuel cell systems use water for both humidification and cooling functions, as shown in the literature, and have additional challenges as a result of the larger quantity of freezable water.

This section will generally discuss both water management methods on a cell- and system-level and provide details of how these methods are investigated on the cell level using the cold start stack thermal model.

**Purge water at shutdown**

This method can involve purging the stack and system of water that is then drained to a tank. The tank may expand to accommodate ice, or be kept above freezing. This method can also involve completely purging the water from the vehicle. However, expelling water from the vehicle to the ground can create icy patches in freezing conditions (Gaarder et al., 2002).

Even if the stack is purged, residual water can remain and freeze. Performing a simple calculation, one can determine the energy and time necessary at startup to melt the ice occupying the cathode GDL, for example.

Consider a stack operating below freezing which has a 300-cm² active area. Using the 0.4 mm cathode GDL with 40% porosity used in this dissertation, the total void volume is 4.8 cm³, and given the density of ice as 920 kg/m³, the mass of ice per cell is around 4.4 grams, or around 0.25 moles.

Using the specific heat, c_p, of ice of 2040 J/kgK, a temperature rise from -20°C to 0°C, the latent heat of fusion of 334444 J/kg, and an assumed 100 W heat input per cell, the energy and time required to melt the ice in the GDL is shown below:

\[ \Delta E = mc_p \Delta T + \Delta H_{fusion} = (0.0044 \text{ kg})(2040 \text{ J/kgK})(20 \text{ K}) +
\]

\[ (0.0044 \text{ kg})(334444 \text{ J/kg}) = 1651 \text{ J} \]

\[ \Delta t = \frac{\Delta E}{P} = \frac{1651 \text{ J}}{100 \text{ J/s}} = 16.5 \text{ s} \]

The above calculation assumes no heat transfer via conduction to adjoining layers. As discussed earlier, the cell model accounts for heat conduction between layers, therefore it is possible to observe the effect of the heat rate used for melting on the temperature rise of the layers during warmup. An example that considers melting ice is found in the simulation results, Chapter 4.
While various methods of replenishing humidification water after a complete purge are not actually modeled, the following methods could be considered: 1) melting ice in the tank, 2) relying on stack reaction product water, and 3) generating water from an on-board source, such as a burner which can also be an external heat source for the cold start operation.

**Keep the water from freezing**

If water is drained to a tank, it can be kept above freezing by an external heat source. If the water is kept within the stack, however, the stack must be continuously heated or operated at low levels to just exceed the freezing point.

Section 3.3 describes the heating methods that can be used to keep the stack above freezing, if this strategy is used. For example, at shutdown, the stack temperature could be monitored as it is decreasing, so that once a temperature just above freezing, for example, is reached, an on- or off-board heat source can turn on to maintain the stack at an above-freezing state. The stack itself can remain on at a low operation level to achieve the above-freezing state. The caveat to this method, however, is the energy impact of the duration of temperature maintenance.

The cell model accommodates a heat input at the membrane and the electrodes, as detailed in Section 3.3, and accounts for heat conduction to adjoining cell layers. Such an input in the model can be used to determine the energy necessary to maintain the cathode catalyst layer, for example, above freezing. An example of this “maintenance” scenario is found in the simulation results, Chapter 4.

### 3.5 Summary of Chapter 3

This chapter described the model generation for the stack and system and included a discussion of various heating and water management methods, both on the cell and system levels. These methods may require some additional manufacturing processes, such as laminating a wire in the membrane, for example, or additional components, such as a burner or electric heater, all involving additional costs and packaging considerations. The next chapter describes the simulations performed to highlight the capabilities of the layered cell model and compares the results of these startup methods.

### 4 Simulation Results and Discussion

The results of simulations performed with the layered cell cold start thermal model are detailed in this chapter. The results highlight the capabilities of a layered model when compared to a lumped analysis, and show the value of a layered model, especially for the cells by the endplates. The layered model is then used as a cold start model to evaluate various startup scenarios including, but not limited to, those considered by existing cold start models described in the literature.

The simulation boundary conditions are explained as follows. The conditions selected represent two distinct periods of interest: 1) sub-freezing ambient temperature ($T_{amb}$) to stack operating temperature ($T_{\text{threshold}}$), and 2) stack operating temperature
(T_{threshold}) to vehicle propulsion stack operating temperature (T_{setpoint}). Condition 1 starts from T_{amb} and ends at T_{threshold}, and Condition 2 starts at T_{threshold} and ends at T_{setpoint}.

These conditions are met using one of the following two temperatures as a trigger: 1) a single stack temperature, a practical but incomplete metric to assess the stack’s thermal condition, and 2) the cathode catalyst layer temperature. Some comparisons are made using the cathode catalyst layer temperature of the middle cell and of the coldest cell to distinguish the two when considering that fuel cell operation at T_{threshold} below 0ºC, for example, can result in ice formation from product water at the cathode catalyst. In the investigations shown in the following sections, these temperatures are compared in terms of the useful information provided by them for control purposes.

The simulation results are divided into four sections:

- Section 4.1 shows a preliminary lumped analysis performed to establish a reference against which the layered model results can be compared.
- Section 4.2 investigates the stack thermal condition with the layered model showing how some cell layers or entire cells can be colder than expected as compared to a single lumped parameter temperature of 0ºC. The simulations are performed with the stack off and warmed until the selected trigger reaches T_{threshold} of 0ºC to determine if cell layers, especially cathode catalyst layers, are still below 0ºC and could generate ice if the stack was subsequently operated.
- Section 4.3 investigates the stack thermal condition in an extreme case with the layered model showing how some cell layers or entire cells can be hotter than expected as compared to a single lumped parameter temperature of 80ºC. The simulations are performed with the stack off and warmed until the selected trigger reaches T_{threshold} of 80ºC to determine if cells exceed 80ºC and by what magnitude.
- The benefits of a layered model, highlighted in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, are exploited in Section 4.4 as the layered model performs its intended function – as a cold start model used to evaluate various heating methods and to evaluate the effect of ice formation and melting.

Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 begin with a description of the simulation conditions and parameter (and parameter variation, if applicable) lists, followed by results and discussion.

### 4.1 Preliminary lumped analysis

Lumped parameter stack cold start analysis represents the literature state-of-the-art. The purpose of the preliminary lumped analysis here is to obtain a reference for the layered stack model and system model used in this dissertation.

Based on the parameters found in Section 7.4, a lumped analysis using Equation 5 is performed to determine energy consumption and time required for the stack and system thermal masses to reach a desired temperature. This analysis is divided into two parts: a stack lumped case and system lumped case. Stack lumped case is defined by the following points:
1) No effect on end cells (since there are no “end cells”) due to the endplate thermal mass (see Section 3.1.2 for more detail), although the endplate thermal mass itself is taken into account.

2) No losses to the environment. These losses are insignificant (~1%) relative to the heat draw of the endplate thermal mass determined by the layered model in this dissertation. Other studies neglect these losses altogether (Maggio et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2004).

3) Temperature range is –20 to 0°C. The upper temperature limit of 0°C was selected for the lumped analysis to compare with the layered model for which several results are based on simulations with an upper limit of 0°C.

4) The thermal mass of the stack/endplates and stack and manifold coolant are considered. Note that the thermal mass calculations for the coolant use one value for the coolant specific heat (at -10°C, which is the middle of the temperature range specified in #3) unlike the layered model, which uses a curve fit of the temperature-dependent specific heat.

_System lumped case_ includes the above conditions in the _stack lumped case_, plus the components in the small cooling loop as discussed in Section 3.2.2.

\[ \Delta E = mcp\Delta T \]

\[ \Delta E = P\Delta t \]

**Equation 5: Energy balance**

**Stack lumped case**

Using the thermal mass for the stack/endplates, stack coolant and manifold coolant found in Section 7.4, one can calculate the energy and time required by an 11250 W heat source (power level selected to match level used for internal heating in the model, i.e. 50 W x 225 cells) until \( T_{\text{threshold}} \).

\[ \Delta E = mcp\Delta T \]

\[ 1789880 J = 89494 \frac{J}{K} (273 - 253) K \]

\[ \Delta t = \frac{1789880 J}{11250 J/s} \approx 159 s \]

**System lumped case**

A similar calculation can be performed for the system lumped case, considering the components in the small loop. Using an 11250 W heat source (power level selected to match level used for internal heating in the model) until \( T_{\text{threshold}} \) results in the following time.

**small loop**

\[ 2083680 J = 104184 \frac{J}{K} (273 - 253) K \]

\[ \Delta t = \frac{2083680 J}{11250 J/s} \approx 185 s \]
The energy and time calculated in the stack and system lumped cases are compared with layered model results shown in the next section.

4.2 Stack operation at 0°C, layered model

Simulation Conditions and Description

This section investigates the issue of starting the stack at 0°C when some cells are actually below 0°C, risking ice formation. A comparison is made between the single stack temperature used in the lumped analysis and the middle cell cathode catalyst layer temperature used in the layered model. Using Condition 1 of the boundary condition definitions described earlier, the layered model simulation runs with \( T_{\text{amb}} \) of \(-20°C\) until the trigger reaches \( T_{\text{threshold}} \) of 0°C by internal heating. The initial temperature, \( T_{\text{amb}} \), was selected as -20°C to match the DOE requirements for 2010 (U.S. DOE, 2002). The stack operating temperature, \( T_{\text{threshold}} \), is set at 0°C, and the stack in fact never turns on during these particular simulations. The purpose is to show how the stack may be colder than expected depending on the temperature used to determine stack readiness for operation. The layered model temperature distribution shows that by selecting the middle cell cathode catalyst layer temperature as the trigger, the end cells can still be below 0°C.

Then simulation results using the coldest cell cathode catalyst layer as the trigger show the additional time and energy required to bring this layer to 0°C. Further results illustrate the effect of independently varying parameters (e.g. bipolar plate material, endplate mass and condition, heat input level, and coolant flow) on the additional time and energy required. A summary of the parameters is shown in Table 2 and the variation on the parameters is shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\text{amb}} )</td>
<td>-20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\text{threshold}} )</td>
<td>0°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger temperature</td>
<td>Middle cell cathode catalyst layer temperature vs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coldest cell cathode catalyst layer temperature (used as baseline for variation runs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat source</td>
<td>50 W in each cell membrane, e.g. power from electric wire (see Section 3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell bipolar plate material</td>
<td>Graphite (see parameters in Section 7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cell layers 1, 2, 3, 9 and 10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endplate mass</td>
<td>from parameters in Section 7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endplate condition</td>
<td>Unheated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant flow</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On (small loop – see Section 3.2.2, used as baseline for variation runs), using middle of pump flowrate range (from parameters in Section 7.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Parameter summary, 0°C case
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat source</td>
<td>50 W per cell (in membrane, e.g. electric wire (see Section 3.3))</td>
<td>100 W per cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell bipolar plate material</td>
<td>Graphite (see parameters in Section 7.4)</td>
<td>stainless steel (316L):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cell layers 1, 2, 3, 9 and 10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• thickness, $t = 0.1$ mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(source: Wind et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• thermal conductivity, $k = 13.4$ W/mK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• density = 8238 kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• specific heat, $c_p = 468$ J/kgK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• specific resistance = $7.4 \times 10^{-7}$ ohm-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endplate mass</td>
<td>from parameters in Section 7.4</td>
<td>50% less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endplate condition</td>
<td>unheated</td>
<td>heated with power required to “flatten” temperature distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(175 W each)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Parameter variation, 0°C case

Results and Discussion

The results in this section are based on the parameters found in Table 2 and Table 3. The single stack temperature used in the lumped analysis and the layered model’s middle and coldest cell cathode catalyst layer temperatures, when used as the triggers, are compared in Figure 19.

![Figure 19: Stack temperature distribution, trigger comparison](image-url)
Note the differences between the three cases shown in Figure 19. When there is coolant flow, heat from the middle cells is distributed to the end cells which are affected by the heat draw of the endplates. It is assumed that the coolant pump output may be low in a sub-freezing condition and higher, but controlled by stack temperature, during normal operation. As shown in Table 2, the middle of the pump flowrate range is used, to minimize the number of simulations required.

The effect of the endplate thermal mass is more pronounced in the no-flow condition. In both cases in which the middle cell cathode catalyst layer temperature is the trigger, there are end cell temperatures below 0ºC. Keeping the flow on to maintain a more homogeneous temperature distribution, the trigger is changed to the coldest cell cathode catalyst layer temperature, ensuring that all cells are at or above 0ºC. These conditions are used to establish a baseline for the next set of results.

For the baseline layered model, simulations are performed independently varying heat output, bipolar plate material, endplate mass, endplate condition (unheated or heated), and coolant flow (on or off). Figure 20 and Figure 21 compare time and energy for the lumped analysis and layered model, the trigger comparison, as well as the parameter variations against the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation condition</th>
<th>Time, seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 lumped, no flow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 layered, Tcathodecat (middle) as trigger, no flow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 lumped, flow in small loop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 layered, Tcathodecat (middle) as trigger, flow in small loop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 layered, Tcathodecat (coldest) as trigger, flow in small loop, baseline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 using SS 316L bipolar plates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 heating each endplate with 175 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 cutting endplate mass in half</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 changing power to 100 W in membrane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 20: Time Elapsed v. Simulation condition, 0ºC case**

In Figure 20, the case with the layered model, no flow, and middle cell cathode catalyst layer as the trigger (bar 2) shows a time less than the 159 seconds previously determined in the lumped analysis (value from Section 4.1 shown in bar 1). The reason for this discrepancy lies in the coolant circulation. For the no-flow case, the middle cell
cathode catalyst layer heated to $T_{\text{threshold}}$ quickly, while the end cells lagged, as shown in Figure 19.

In Figure 20, the case with flow in a small loop and middle cell cathode catalyst layer as the trigger (bar 4) shows a time slightly less than the 185 seconds found in the lumped analysis for the small loop (shown in bar 3) because the coolant circulation imparts heat to the end cells raising their temperatures much nearer to 0°C. This case shows that the lumped and layered models are actually similar in their times, indicating that the lumped model could be a sufficient tool under certain conditions. However, the lumped model lacks the information required to characterize the end cells for which a temperature gradient still exists.

Finally, the scenario in which the layered model uses the coldest cathode catalyst as the trigger (bar 5 and baseline for future simulations) shows an increase from the lumped analysis in time and energy, due to the continued heating up of the other cells in waiting for the coldest cell to reach $T_{\text{threshold}}$. This point is further illustrated in Figure 19.

**Figure 21: Energy Consumed v. Simulation condition, 0°C case**

Some observations can be made about Figure 20 and Figure 21 compared to the baseline (bar 5), such as: 1) around the same energy is consumed for 100 W applied in the membrane in around half the time (bar 9) and the temperature rise in the membrane approximately doubled (see Figure 22), 2) there is a 46% reduction in time and energy for stainless steel bipolar plates (bar 6) due to a reduction in thickness and thermal mass, and 3) there is a 3% reduction in time and energy for cutting the endplate mass in half (bar 8).
Figure 22: Stack temperature distribution, 100 W

It was found that using 175 W at each endplate (specifically, power applied to the copper bus layer of the endplate assembly) had the effect of bringing the end cells, especially the coldest cell, up to temperature faster, reducing the time by 7% and energy required by 4% (shown in bar 7 in Figure 20 and Figure 21). The temperature distribution in Figure 23 illustrates the effect of heating the endplates on the end cells.

Figure 23: Stack temperature distribution, heated endplates
An application of heating the endplates can be in maintaining above-freezing conditions for the stack. A comparison in energy consumption can be made to a scenario in which the stack is not allowed to drop below 0°C, for example, by reducing the temperature at shutdown to just above 0°C and maintaining a low level of operation (requiring H₂ flow and air flow) or introducing an electrical heat input (requiring on- or off-board power). It was found in the model that a 0.05 W per cell internal heat input and 10 W at each endplate bus layer could maintain the coldest cell above 0°C, assuming the stack is uninsulated. Keeping the coolant off eliminates the need for pump power; however, if electrical power is used anyway for heating, it can be used for the pump.

Considering a 12-hour period of inoperation, for example, the total energy required would be 1,350,000 J, which is 0.375 kWh of electric source energy. The total energy required would be less than the amount shown in most of the scenarios in Figure 21, given the startup conditions and stack thermal characteristics. Of course, this analysis depends on the length of the inoperation period and may not be suitable, for example, for long-term vehicle parking. Figure 24 shows the temperature distribution for the 0.05 W per cell internal heat input and 10 W at each endplate bus layer for both coolant circulation conditions. Note that the ambient temperature is –20°C; therefore, the polymer endplate layer (the outermost layer of the endplate assembly) is below 0°C but has been heated to above -20°C.

![Figure 24: Stack temperature distribution, heated endplates, kept above 0°C](image)

This section has illustrated the detailed information a layered model provides when considering a $T_{\text{threshold}}$ of 0°C. The next section investigates the effect of an extreme case, such as an unusually high heat input within the cell, this time considering a $T_{\text{threshold}}$ of 80°C.
4.3 Extreme case, layered model

Simulation Conditions and Description

This section investigates an extreme case of a 500 W per cell internal heat input using the layered model. Such a heat input could be, for example, a result of temperature excursions or hot spots from chemical reactions carried out on either or both electrodes (as discussed in Section 3.3). A 500 W internal input would obviously warm the stack within a shorter period of time than 50 W; however, the layered model illustrates the effect of such a heat input on each cell’s internal temperature distribution. This case considers a temperature range from $T_{\text{amb}}$ of -20ºC to the stack operating temperature $T_{\text{threshold}}$ of 80ºC reached by the selected temperature trigger.

As in the previous section, the stack never turns on during these particular simulations. A comparison is made between 1) a single stack temperature of 80ºC and 2) the triggers of the middle and coldest cell cathode catalyst layer temperatures reaching 80ºC. In this case, using the coldest cell cathode catalyst layer temperature is an extreme requirement for all cells to reach at least 80ºC before the stack is operated. Coolant circulation is also compared, and, as later shown in the results, can have a significant impact on the overall stack temperature distribution. A summary of the parameters is shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{amb}}$</td>
<td>-20ºC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{threshold}}$</td>
<td>80ºC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger temperature</td>
<td>Middle cell cathode catalyst layer temperature vs. Coldest cell cathode catalyst layer temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat source</td>
<td>500 W in each cell membrane, e.g. as a result of possible temperature excursions from neighboring electrode chemical reactions (see Section 3.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Parameter summary, extreme case

Results and Discussion

The effect on the membrane of a 500 W input is shown in Figure 25. The temperature difference between the low and high points within the cell is around 11ºC, or about ten times the difference found in the 50 W cases shown earlier, reflecting the tenfold heat input.
Figure 25: Stack temperature distribution, extreme case, plot 1

However, in Figure 26, in which the impact of the flow being on or off and of trigger temperature is compared, the cell temperature distribution for the middle portion of the cells remains the same. It is the lack of circulation and the (extreme) requirement for the coldest cell to reach 80ºC that result in a catastrophic condition for the stack (namely, 250ºC membrane temperature for no flow).

Figure 26: Stack temperature distribution, extreme case, plot 2
In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, two examples have been presented to illustrate the layered model’s capabilities to provide more information than a lumped model. In the next section, the layered model performs its intended function – as a cold start model used to evaluate various aspects of sub-freezing stack and system startup: stack- and system-level heating methods, stack operation below and above freezing, and stack ice formation due to residual and product water.

4.4 Cold start analysis

Simulation Conditions and Description

In this section, the layered model is used to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of internal and external heating methods on a stack and system level, starting the stack alone or after a pre-heat period assisted by these heating methods, and the heat requirements for melting existing ice and/or ice formed from stack reactions. A summary of the parameters is shown in Table 5 and the simulation variations are listed in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{amb}}$</td>
<td>-20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{setpoint}}$</td>
<td>80°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger temperature</td>
<td>Coldest cell cathode catalyst temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat source output</td>
<td>Internal heat input of 50 W per cell in membrane (e.g. power from electric wire (see Section 3.3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow condition</td>
<td>Small loop (with non-operating external heat source)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Parameter summary, cold start analysis

| $T_{\text{threshold}}$ | • -20°C  
|                        | • 0°C    
|                        | • 20°C   |
| External heat source output (in addition to internal heat input in Table 5) | • 5000 W |
| Flow condition (with operating external heat source) | • small loop  
|                                                       | • system loop with vehicle components bypassed  
|                                                       | • system loop with vehicle components included |

Table 6: Simulation variation matrix, cold start analysis

Results and Discussion

Heating method comparisons

Bar charts in Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the time elapsed and energy consumed for the parameters and conditions described in Table 5 and Table 6. The bars are divided into three groups, based on the temperature at which the the coldest cell cathode catalyst layer temperature reaches $T_{\text{threshold}}$ and the stack begins to operate:
1) -20°C, as shown in bar 1,
2) 0°C, as shown in bars 2-5, and
3) 20°C, as shown in bar 6.

When the stack begins operation at -20°C (bar 1), no additional heat (internal or external) assists in the warmup process to $T_{setpoint}$ of 80°C — the heat generated by the stack reactions is the sole source. However, for the other cases, internal heat of 50 W per membrane is used from $T_{amb}$ of -20°C up to the $T_{threshold}$ (light-colored part of bars) at which the stack begins operation as indicated in the figures (dark-colored part of bars).

The baseline loop configuration used for bars 1, 2 and 6 is the small loop which includes the thermal mass of a non-operating external heat source. For the $T_{threshold}$ of 0°C case (bars 2-5), comparisons are made when an additional 5 kW of heat input is obtained from the external source and when different cooling loop configurations are used. The internal stack heating plus external heating is used from $T_{amb}$ of -20°C up to the $T_{threshold}$ at which the stack begins operation. The loop comparisons illustrate the impact of system and vehicle component thermal mass on the overall startup time and energy for the coldest cell cathode catalyst layer temperature to reach $T_{threshold}$ of 0°C and $T_{setpoint}$ of 80°C from $T_{amb}$ of -20°C. Bar 2 is compared with bar 3 in which the external heat source operates within the small loop. Then bar 3 is compared with bars 4 and 5 in which the external heat source operates within the system loop bypassing and including vehicle components, respectively.

---

**Figure 27: Time elapsed, cold start analysis**
![Energy Consumption, cold start analysis](image)

Note that the total energy consumed is a sum of two parts, separated by the light- and dark-colored parts of the bar chart: 1) the 100% efficient and constant internal heating power plus additional external heating power (if applicable) over time and 2) the H₂ energy consumed by the stack for which efficiency as a heat source changes over temperature and time.

When comparing bars 1, 2 and 6, it is shown that starting stack operation at 0°C and 20°C instead of –20°C results in a 4% reduction and 2% increase in overall time and a 7% and 14% reduction in overall energy, respectively.

As shown in bar 3 of Figure 27, the additional 5 kW external heating in the small loop improves the time by 11% compared with bar 2 with a negligible change in energy consumption, as shown in Figure 28.

However, the additional external heat in an expanded cooling loop increases overall time and energy by 52% for the system bypassing vehicle components (bar 4) and by 1.4 times for the system including vehicle components (bar 5) as compared to the small loop with external heat (bar 3).

As mentioned earlier, the external heat is assumed to be 100% efficient (efficiency is defined as ratio of heat exchanger output to power into heat source) and the full desired power is always available to the coolant. The following figures show the impact on time and energy of a heat exchanger that has a more realistic efficiency. Bar 3 in Figure 27 and Figure 28 in which 5 kW of external heat is transferred by a 100%...
efficient heat exchanger is compared with the same scenario, but in which the heat exchanger is 50% efficient (shown as bar 3a in Figure 29 and Figure 30).

![Figure 29: Time elapsed, impact of HX efficiency](image)

![Figure 30: Energy consumption, impact of HX efficiency](image)

The results in Figure 29 and Figure 30 show that both scenarios (bars 3 and 3a) use internal stack heating augmented by external heating until the stack turns on at 0°C; however, the external heating by a 50% efficient heat exchanger increases the pre-stack operation time and energy consumed by around 17% (light-colored parts of bars) and the overall time and energy by around 5%.
**Ice formation**

Taking the case shown in bar 1 of Figure 27 and Figure 28, in which the stack starts operation at –20ºC, one can observe the impact of ice formation on startup characteristics. There are two assumptions that need to be reiterated: 1) the coldest cathode catalyst temperature is used in determining the ice formation and is applied to all cells, even though less ice may form in cells that warm up more quickly, thereby making this assumption a worst case (but “fail safe”), and 2) the impact of ice formation is limited to the thermal characteristics which result from cell current and voltage data for sub-freezing conditions found in the literature (see Section 3.3). No analysis is made in this dissertation of the impact of ice on gas diffusion to the catalyst layer.

Figure 31 shows the formation and melting of ice from product water, and from a combination of product water and ice that may exist from residual water after shutdown as calculated in Section 3.4. The scenario in which there is existing ice plus ice from product water yields a fraction of the GDL void volume above 1; this is showing that the existing ice completely fills the void volume and product water freezes as an additional layer. The time when melting begins corresponds to the time when the coldest cathode catalyst layer reaches 0ºC as shown in Figure 32.

![Figure 31: Moles of ice formed and melted, fraction of GDL void volume occupied](image)

Figure 32 shows the corresponding power required to melt the ice and the effect on the coldest cathode catalyst temperature rise. As shown in the figure, the temperature ceases to rise for the period in which the power is required for melting and then resumes.
its upward trajectory. As the cell voltage and current characteristics are switched from one set of data in the literature to another (see Section 3.3) based on the temperature ranges within which each was valid, the temperature rise occurs at a different slope at around 25ºC.

![Temperature and power v. time, effect of melting ice](image)

**Figure 32: Temperature and power v. time, effect of melting ice**

In this section, results were presented using the layered cell cold start thermal model to evaluate various aspects of sub-freezing startup: the advantages and disadvantages of internal and external heating methods, starting the stack alone or after a pre-heat period assisted by these heating methods, and the power requirements for melting ice.

### 4.5 Summary of Chapter 4

Four sections in this chapter were presented: 1) a preliminary lumped analysis, 2) an analysis showing scenarios in which some cell layers or entire cells of the stack were colder than expected as compared to a single lumped parameter temperature of 0°C, depending on the temperature used in the layered model as the metric for the stack thermal control, 3) an analysis showing scenarios in which some cell layers or entire cells of the stack were hotter than expected as compared to a single lumped parameter temperature of 80°C, and 4) an evaluation of heating methods together with the impact of
ice formation and melting during a sub-freezing startup operation. Specific results are listed below.

- In section 4.1, a lumped energy balance was performed using the thermal mass values for the stack and system described in Section 7.4. The times were no less than two minutes for a temperature rise from –20°C to 0°C using a heat input of 11250 W (total).

- In section 4.2, some of the major observations made using the layered model are described as follows:
  - The layered model temperature distribution revealed that the end cells were below 0°C even while a single stack temperature that may be used in a lumped model would show 0°C.
  - Coolant flow distributes heat from the hotter cells to the colder cells by the endplates. No coolant flow can cause a temperature lag in the end cells. With coolant flow, a comparison between the lumped and layered models of the time to reach a desired setpoint temperature showed that they are actually similar, indicating that the lumped model could be a sufficient tool under certain conditions. However, the lumped model lacks the information required to characterize the end cells for which a temperature gradient still exists.
  - Using stainless steel bipolar plates resulted in a 46% reduction in time and energy (compared with a baseline) due to a reduction in thickness and thermal mass.
  - Heating the endplates reduced the overall time and energy consumption (compared with a baseline) by mitigating the heat draw from the end cells.

- In section 4.3, some of the major observations made using the layered model in an extreme case are described as follows:
  - A heat input of 500 W per cell will result in an 11-degree spread among the layers within the cell temperature distribution.
  - If (with 500 W per cell) the coldest cell is also required to reach 80°C, and the coolant does not flow, the 11-degree spread within the cell remains; however, the overall stack temperature distribution rises to a level that would be catastrophic to stack components, particularly the membrane.

- In section 4.4, some of the major observations made using the layered model generally as a cold start thermal model are described as follows:
  - Starting stack operation at 0°C and 20°C instead of –20°C results in an overall energy reduction of 7% and 14% and overall time reduction of 4% and increase of 2%, respectively.
  - Using a small cooling loop without and with external heating that augments internal heating of a stack until the stack operates at 0°C improves the overall time by 11% but negligibly changes the energy consumption.
  - Expanding the small cooling loop to the system level (with external heating that augments internal heating of a stack until the stack operates at 0°C), bypassing vehicle component thermal masses,
increases overall time and energy by 52%. Similarly, expanding the small cooling loop to the system level, but including vehicle component thermal masses, increases overall time and energy by 1.4 times.
   - Using a small cooling loop with 50% (versus 100%) efficient external heating that augments internal heating of a stack until the stack operates at 0°C increases the overall time and energy by 5% and the pre-stack operation time and energy by 17%.

5  Closing Remarks

5.1  Conclusions of dissertation

Chapter 2 provided a literature review that discussed existing models’ treatment of startup. None of the five, lumped-stack models found in the literature fulfills the criteria for a theoretically sound, complete, practical and valid cold start stack thermal model and it was determined that a new, layered model was necessary. The criteria selected for the cold start thermal model evaluation are as follows:

- Criterion 1, or transient and physical effects, is met by all of the models. This criterion is a good metric to determine whether or not the model adequately captures the processes present during the cold start operating condition.
- Criterion 2, or water management at sub-freezing temperatures, is met by one of the models that addresses sub-freezing water management issues such as blockage of ice formed from the water produced by the stack reactions.
- Criterion 3, or stack internal warming strategies, is partially met by all of the models because they considered stack operation as an internal warming method, but not other internal warming methods, which are more conveniently evaluated through the use of a layered cell model.
- Criterion 4, or external warming strategies, is actually included in one model and referred to in another model as a necessary option under certain circumstances.
- Criterion 5, or consideration of endplate thermal mass, is only addressed by one model via an assumption that the bipolar plates are thermally isolated from the endplates. Endplate analysis is also more easily facilitated with a layered cell model.
- Criterion 6, or sub-freezing initial temperature of -20°C, is only met by one model with an initial temperature of -40°C.
- Criterion 7, or validation with experimental data, is met by two models, while for the other models the validation of the thermal model with experimental data is unclear.

Chapter 3 described the model generation for the stack and system and included a discussion of various heating methods, both on the cell level and system level. These methods may require some additional manufacturing processes, such as laminating a wire in the membrane, for example, or additional components, such as a burner or electric heater, all involving additional costs and packaging considerations.
Chapter 4 presented four sections: 1) a preliminary lumped analysis, 2) an analysis showing scenarios in which some cell layers or entire cells of the stack were colder than expected as compared to a single lumped parameter temperature of 0ºC, depending on the temperature used in the layered model as the metric for the stack thermal control, 3) an analysis showing scenarios in which some cell layers or entire cells of the stack were hotter than expected as compared to a single lumped parameter temperature of 80ºC, and 4) an evaluation of heating methods together with the impact of ice formation and melting during a sub-freezing startup operation. Specific results are listed below.

- In section 4.1, a lumped energy balance was performed using the thermal mass values for the stack and system described in Section 7.4. The times were no less than two minutes for a temperature rise from –20ºC to 0ºC using a heat input of 11250 W (total).
- In section 4.2, some of the major observations made using the layered model are described as follows:
  - The layered model temperature distribution revealed that the end cells were below 0ºC even while a single stack temperature that may be used in a lumped model would show 0ºC.
  - Coolant flow distributes heat from the hotter cells to the colder cells by the endplates. No coolant flow can cause a temperature lag in the end cells. With coolant flow, a comparison between the lumped and layered models of the time to reach a desired setpoint temperature showed that they are actually similar, indicating that the lumped model could be a sufficient tool under certain conditions. However, the lumped model lacks the information required to characterize the end cells for which a temperature gradient still exists.
  - Using stainless steel bipolar plates resulted in a 46% reduction in time and energy (compared with a baseline) due to a reduction in thickness and thermal mass.
  - Heating the endplates reduced the overall time and energy consumption (compared with a baseline) by mitigating the heat draw from the end cells.
- In section 4.3, some of the major observations made using the layered model in an extreme case are described as follows:
  - A heat input of 500 W per cell will result in an 11-degree spread among the layers within the cell temperature distribution.
  - If (with 500 W per cell) the coldest cell is also required to reach 80ºC, and the coolant does not flow, the 11-degree spread within the cell remains; however, the overall stack temperature distribution rises to a level that would be catastrophic to stack components, particularly the membrane.
- In section 4.4, some of the major observations made using the layered model generally as a cold start thermal model are described as follows:
  - Starting stack operation at 0ºC and 20ºC instead of –20ºC results in an overall energy reduction of 7% and 14% and overall time reduction of 4% and increase of 2%, respectively.
Using a small cooling loop without and with external heating that augments internal heating of a stack until the stack operates at 0°C improves the overall time by 11% but negligibly changes the energy consumption.

Expanding the small cooling loop to the system level (with external heating that augments internal heating of a stack until the stack operates at 0°C), bypassing vehicle component thermal masses, increases overall time and energy by 52%. Similarly, expanding the small cooling loop to the system level, but including vehicle component thermal masses, increases overall time and energy by 1.4 times.

Using a small cooling loop with 50% (versus 100%) efficient external heating that augments internal heating of a stack until the stack operates at 0°C increases the overall time and energy by 5% and the pre-stack operation time and energy by 17%.

The model has been validated against experimental data (shown in the Appendix, Section 7.2) using DC and Ballard proprietary parameter values, but is used in this dissertation for simulations with literature-based and non-proprietary parameter values. The validation results reveal an interesting point about the assumption of linearity for the coolant channel along the direction of flow. While the model’s validation is acceptable, a further improvement to better handle dynamic behavior would be to consider a second dimension of the cell/stack, i.e., discretize the cell/stack along the direction of coolant flow to determine the real temperature distribution along this dimension.

### 5.2 Recommendations for startup strategies

Based on the results of the model which use some strategies from the literature, parameter values from the literature and non-proprietary data (as shown in the Appendix, Section 7.4), several recommendations can be made on the best strategies for startup:

1) **Use internal stack heating other than stack reactions.** Starting stack operation below 0°C consumes more time and energy than starting the stack above 0°C due to ice formation and low heat generation at low temperatures. Even though at low temperatures the stack runs inefficiently and generates more heat than electricity, the amount of heat is insufficient to quickly warm up the stack. Therefore, it is recommended to utilize alternate internal stack heating methods up to 0°C or above. Such methods, as described in the dissertation, include using a resistance wire laminated in the cell membrane or chemical reactions at the electrodes.

2) **Circulate coolant during warmup.** The warming of the cells by the endplates lags the cells in the middle due to the heat draw by the endplate thermal mass. Circulating coolant ensures that the heat is distributed uniformly throughout the stack.

3) **Minimize thermal mass that is to be heated.** Even while it is recommended to circulate coolant, the thermal mass of the loop in which the coolant circulates should be minimized to ensure quick warmup of the stack.
4) **Heat the endplates.** Heating the endplates can mitigate the endplate thermal mass effect on the end cells and quickly bring the end cells to above 0°C, for example, to prevent ice formation when operating the stack.

5) **Use a metal-based material for the bipolar plates.** Using stainless steel, for example, can reduce the thickness and therefore the thermal mass of the bipolar plates, reducing time and energy consumption during warmup.

### 5.3 Future Research

There are several improvements that can be made to the model developed in this dissertation and to the evaluation of cold start. Possible avenues for future research include:

1) **Integrate cold start model into vehicle model to observe cold start operation while vehicle is moving.** Executing the cold start operation while the vehicle is moving introduces certain complexities. For example, the method employed in cold start may require current from the on-board electrical system at the same time as the vehicle traction motor. Further, the cooling loop heat fluxes, while the vehicle is being driven, may be different from when the vehicle is not being driven. These interactions would have to be considered.

2) **Extend this investigation to fuel processor-based systems.** In fuel cell vehicles for which H$_2$ is not carried on-board, a fuel processor is used to produce the H$_2$ from a hydrogen-rich fuel in a chemical reaction that requires heat. The cold start operation would have the increased complexity of warming the fuel processor as well as the fuel cell system.

3) **Develop a two- or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) cold start stack model.** Besides the obvious complications of adding another dimension, a 2D or 3D model may require the use of other software packages to model heat and mass flow distributions. However, as discussed in Section 7.2, future work could include discretizing the 1D layered model in a second dimension (along the direction of coolant fluid flow) to better account for dynamic behavior.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Proposed strategies in the literature for cold start heat and water management

7.1.1 Review of warming strategies for direct hydrogen FCV fuel cell stack

Many sources (Lorenz et al., 1998; Tran and Cummins, 2001; Fletcher, 1998; Mufford, 2001) discuss relying on the fuel cell heating itself due to resistant heating, even if another method is used to assist the fuel cell before it generates heat internally. At around 20°C, the fuel cell begins to heat itself during low-efficiency operation until it reaches around 80°C.

For starting the stack below 0°C, Roberts et al. (2001) discuss a strategy in which the fuel cell temperature is increased by starving one or both electrodes of reactant. This starvation results in an increased overvoltage at the electrode and increased internal heat generation. Starvation conditions are obtained by reducing the reactant supply rate or by operating the fuel cell at a current density at which the reactant is consumed more quickly than it is supplied. Roberts et al. (2001) point out that the amount of reaction water produced during starvation is reduced, preventing ice blockage.

Typically, however, below the freezing point of water the fuel cell must be provided a heat source. This section describes strategies (as found in the literature) to warm up the fuel cell stack.
7.1.1.1 Fuel cell stack coolant loop (warming loop)

Several studies discuss using a heat source to warm the fuel cell stack cooling loop or bypassing the radiator during startup. In their direct hydrogen fuel cell vehicle study, Doss et al. (1998) discuss the importance of bypassing the radiator until the coolant temperature approaches the design operating temperature for their 50 kWe system. Hsu and Ong (1999) and Yamada et al. (1996) discuss pre-heating the fuel cell by circulating a heated fluid in the fuel cell cooling system and Rock and Plant (2001) specifically describe using a combustor as the heat source. Ballinger et al. (2002) discuss sending warm coolant through the coolant inlet and outlet manifolds only, and not through the actual coolant channels, to heat up the stack by conduction. In the study by Weisbrod et al. (2000a, 2000b) they point out the necessity to minimize the thermal mass of the coolant flow loop to minimize the need for a large external heat source. In their case, the heat source they model is waste heat from a fuel processor. While direct hydrogen systems do not include fuel processors, currently accepted system designs may require the use of a small hydrogen burner to serve as the heat source in this method of warming the fuel cell stack. Finally, in a vehicle having an internal combustion engine (ICE) drive and a fuel cell drive system, the ICE can start and move the vehicle immediately while heating the fuel cell system to operating temperature (Zur Megede, 2001).

The heat source for the cooling loop is not limited to combustor or fuel processor waste heat. Electric heaters have been considered as heat sources (Andreoli and Federici, 1997; Fletcher et al., 1998). Fletcher et al. (1998) discuss the use of electric heat, for which a battery may supply the power. The coolant stream may be water or a liquid that does not freeze at the freezing temperature of water.

Furthering the idea of using non-water based coolant, Goto (2000) discusses a method which obviates the need for melting the coolant at sub-zero temperatures and reduces warmup time by using an antifreeze solution which would require that the cooling flow is a closed system that circulates between the fuel cells and the radiator. Bonville (2001) outlines a similar approach in which the stack has two thermal management loops in which a primary loop is in thermal communication with the fuel cell stack for circulating water and a secondary loop is in thermal communication with the fuel cell stack for circulating an antifreeze solution, and each loop is diffusably isolated from one another. Section 7.1.2 provides more discussion on handling freezing conditions.

A method of improving the coolant’s heat transfer characteristics, especially as it serves as a warming fluid, is in introducing nanometer-sized phase change material (nano-PCM) into the fluid (Momoda and Phelps, 2002). In addition to improving the heat transfer properties the nano-PCM particles can lower viscosity of the fluid at sub-freezing temperatures. The particle-filled fluid can be used to transfer heat to the system on start-up. The radiator would be bypassed and some of the fluid would be directed to a heat storage unit. The nano-PCM particles would be permitted to change phase after being released from the heat storage unit. Upon startup, if the temperature of the system is less than the phase change temperature, heat will be released to the system as the nano-PCM particles re-solidify.

In using a combustor as a heat source, in freezing conditions the burner itself must be heated up. There are several articles in the literature that describe methods to heat up
burners, or, more relevant to automobiles, catalytic converters for internal combustion engine vehicles. Electrical heating of inlet gases (Pettit, 2001) and ignition (Hodgson, 1998) are possible starting methods as well as maintaining heat by using insulation or other forms of thermal management (Burch, 1995). Furthermore, gas components that can delay startup, e.g. water that condenses from moist air and settles in the burner after shutdown, can freeze and delay burner ignition. Roeser et al. (2003) suggest that an adsorber can remove these gas components.

7.1.1.2 Block heater, off- and on-board electricity

As with internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, block heaters in severe climates may be used to heat up the fuel cell stack in a direct hydrogen FCV. In their 2001 patent, Mufford et al. (2001) describe a scenario in which a resistor receiving electricity from off-board functions as a block heater to prevent the stack from freezing and assisting in startup. Similarly, in their patent Hsu and Ong (1999) discuss an off-board inverter that can be reversed to rectify alternating current from the utility grid, providing rectified power to warm up the fuel cell. The station would cut power to the fuel cell once it reached its operating temperature and could provide power. Fletcher et al. (1998) indicate that the power for pre-heating can be provided by an on-board source such as a battery. Gebhardt and Waidhas (2000) discuss using a heating element, i.e. wire to heat a portion of the fuel cell stack that can be powered by an on-board source.

7.1.1.3 Exothermic chemical reactions on anode/cathode catalyst

A concept described by Rock and Plant (2001), Wheeler and Bonville (2000) and Fuller and Wheeler (2000a) is introducing hydrogen gas into the cathode stream (and possibly also oxygen into the anode stream) to produce exothermic chemical reactions at both electrodes for sub-freezing temperatures. Rock and Plant (2001) indicate that warm oxygen and/or hydrogen can be passed over the fuel cell cathode and anode flowfields for de-icing before sending in fuel and oxidant streams for the chemical reactions. Furthermore, they suggest higher gas flowrates than those used during normal operation of the fuel cell to ensure a uniform distribution of the heat generated by the chemical reactions. Finally, they suggest that for a reaction at the anode, the O$_2$ concentration should be around 1-7% by volume in the anode H$_2$ flow and for a reaction at the cathode, the H$_2$ concentration should be 0.5-3.5% by volume in the cathode airflow. These values are suggested to prevent temperature excursions within the electrodes and are based on an initial temperature of below –25°C.

Wheeler and Bonville (2000) and Fuller and Wheeler (2000a) discuss only sending hydrogen to the air side and note that the reaction should be carried out at subflame temperatures by limiting the hydrogen gas stream to a small volume percentage of the overall mixture, such as around 1-2% by volume to less than 4% by volume in the cathode airflow, to prevent explosion or membrane dehydration. Their suggested concentrations are based on an initial temperature of –40°C. They further discuss that in one embodiment, in which the cathode has catalytic hydrophobic regions in its structure to prevent flooding and freezing of water, the dilute fuel/oxygen reaction can enter and react. If necessary, catalyst can be introduced in these hydrophobic regions to initiate
reactions that will melt ice in other regions and diffuse the mixture into the catalyst of the entire cathode.

7.1.1.4 Compressor start and compressor heating of fuel cell stack

A method to heat up the fuel cell stack can be feeding warm compressor air into the cathode side. Prior to the startup of the compressor itself (as it requires minimum flow and pressure conditions) an on-board supply of pressurized \( \text{O}_2 \) can provide oxidant for the fuel cell reactions (Adams et al., 1999), although pressurized \( \text{O}_2 \) will be an additional volume and weight on-board. The compressor can be started with an internal combustion engine (Graage and Zur Medege, 2003) or a starter motor until a minimum air volume flow and working pressure are achieved, and then the starter motor can be deactivated and an electric motor started to continue operating the compressor (Benz et al., 1997). The compressor can be operated dry to use the heat of compression transferred to the air to warm the fuel cell stack (Siepierski et al., 2001). However, it has been found by experiment that compressor heat provides little benefit (Weisbrod et al., 2000b).

7.1.2 Review of frozen water management strategies

Of the many startup issues facing automakers, one that generates the most interest is how to deal with the system water in freezing conditions. Typically, the stack is cooled (or warmed) via a closed loop separated from the membrane using a non-water solution like antifreeze or other substances that have freezing points below the freezing point of water (Naka et al., 2001; Fuller and Wheeler, 2000b; Kralick, 2001; Okamoto, 1999; Ngu et al., 2000), but a typical PEM stack can only be humidified by de-ionized water. Humidification is necessary for \( \text{H}^+ \) ionic transport through the membrane. Substances like antifreeze will poison the stack by occupying catalyst sites. In freezing conditions, however, water that collects within the stack (but not necessarily within the membrane) can expand and damage stack components. Either the water must be purged or kept from freezing, which are activities that occur at shutdown. Note that some of the methods presented in Section 7.1.1 can be used in freezing and above-freezing conditions, and are related to the methods presented in this section.

7.1.2.1 Water purge

Ngu et al. (2000), Atbi et al. (2001) and Unnasch (1999) suggest purging water from the stack. Atbi et al. (2001) discuss purging methods for the stack water and stack coolant (if the freezing point of the cooling fluid is above the anticipated stack storage temperature) by using oxidant or \( \text{N}_2 \). They recommend to first interrupt electric current from the stack to the external circuit, reduce the stack temperature to below the operating temperature, preferably to as low at 10°C, then purge. Ngu et al. (2000) point out that even if the expansion of frozen water does not damage the stack, fuel system lines can be blocked. Water can accumulate in the gas diffusion layer and the flow channels of the collector plates. During shutdown, dry gases can be forced through the stack to purge out the channels and the gas diffusion layers.

Ngu et al. further suggest that if at least one of the outlets is positioned below the channels, gravity will assist in removing the water. The drained water can be stored in a
tank, and the tank can be insulated or heated, or if allowed to expand, the water can freeze within the tank. Their recommended shutdown procedure includes reducing the stack temperature so that water vapor can condense, purging the water and reducing the system pressure to atmospheric. The shutdown procedure can also include a step in which the stack is operated to produce a pulsed current output to increase the heat of the stack at or just before shut down. Upon startup, dry gases can be flowed through reactant lines, and humidification of the gases can be initiated after the stack is above a predetermined temperature, which can be the freezing point of water at the ambient pressure. The startup procedure can include pressurizing to the maximum operating pressure to increase fuel cell heat and retain any thawing residual water. The humidification for the reactant gas flows is facilitated by a water reservoir, which, as mentioned earlier, may require a heat source to melt the water in the reservoir.

The water can also be purged from the vehicle, i.e., expelled onto the ground below the vehicle. However, according to Gaarder et al. (2002), who discuss using excess water in an on-board component such as the windshield washer, expulsion of water can lead to tire traction problems, or in the case of sub-freezing conditions, form ice patches and precarious driving conditions.

The Hybrid Electric Vehicle Team of Virginia Tech developed a fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle to meet the goals of the Department of Energy FutureCar Challenge and PNGV. The team describes the issues they encountered in system development (Ogburn et al., 2000a; Atwood et al., 2001; Ogburn et al., 2000b), especially those of water and thermal management during startup. Discrepancies between reactant temperatures and the fuel cell cooling loop can cause water condensation in the reactant streams or absorption by hot reactants, yielding undesirable flooding or drying conditions. These temperature discrepancies are more pronounced during startup when the system is cold: early acceleration would produce hot air at the compressor outlet and a system temperature imbalance.

While the Virginia Tech team did not address or analyze these startup issues, they did conduct testing to verify that humidification of the fuel cell during the warm up period can achieve humidity levels of 75%, above the 60% minimum recommended for stack startup. During normal operating conditions, the hydrogen vaporizes the water to provide the fuel cell with needed humidity levels. During the warm up period, the humidification chamber drains water to the water storage tank because the hydrogen is not hot enough to vaporize the water and some of the water is liquid.

### 7.1.2.2 Water temperature maintenance above freezing point

Keeping a non-operating stack above the freezing point, especially for extended periods of time in sub-freezing conditions, has been shown to be possible with vacuum insulation or using phase change materials as latent heat storage that stores waste heat (generated during stack operation) combined with vacuum insulation (Molin et al., 2002).

Considering non-insulation strategies, Section 7.1.1 provided a discussion of heating methods that included the use of off- and on-board electricity. Keeping the temperature above the freezing point of water requires that some level of energy consumption takes place for an extended period of time, e.g. with a block heater as is used with internal combustion engines in severe climates. A burner may be used to
provide heat, or an on- or off-board electric source. For example, if the fuel cell vehicle is “plugged in” as might be possible in a vehicle-to-grid scenario (Kempton et al., 2001), the system may be kept at some minimum level for some hours to facilitate quick startup, e.g. a heater to keep the coolant passages within the stack warm. If the coolant circulates, power would need to be provided to a pump; however, the heater can also provide heat to the stack itself. As it may not always be possible to obtain off-board electricity, an onboard source would need to provide some level of continuous power.

Another option is to use anti-freeze in the water reservoir to prevent freezing (Herdeg and Zapp, 2002). To prevent anti-freeze from passing into the fuel cell during startup operation, a heater is used to heat the liquid and evaporate the anti-freeze in the liquid that is then collected, condensed and returned to the reservoir. Finally, Condit et al. (2002) discuss a “fine pore enthalpy exchange barrier” through which water vapor, but not the antifreeze solution (such as an alkanetriol), can pass to the fuel cell. During shutdown, the water in the electrolyte will evaporate and pass through the layers as vapor, and the antifreeze will evaporate and pass into the electrolyte to serve to lower the freezing point of the remaining solution in the electrolyte. Upon startup, any antifreeze in the electrolyte is oxidized at the anode and cathode catalysts.

The system may also be kept at some minimum level without a plug-in scenario, by keeping the fuel cell operating at some minimum level, such that internal resistance provides sufficient heat. However, this would require that the eductors (which incorporate a convergent-divergent nozzle and injection port for inducing hydrogen recirculation) have a high enough flow of high-pressure hydrogen for the motive force to circulate gaseous hydrogen. At startup or low level operation when little or no hydrogen is consumed, a “start-up eductor” (DuBose, 2000) powered by the injection of water or other fluid, which in turn is supplied by a pump requiring power, provides the motive flow and circulates and humidifies the anode loop. In startup, this second eductor would operate until sufficient hydrogen flow enables the primary eductor to work alone. In low operation mode, the second eductor would be the only means for circulation and humidification. The coolant may not need to be circulated, obviating the need for coolant pump power, since the fuel cell would be kept at a level of operation to just keep the water from freezing. The stack may also operate at atmospheric pressure using a blower instead of higher pressure, as may be the case during normal operation, in order to eliminate the need for powering a compressor.

7.2 Validation

The validation of the cold start model has been made with DaimlerChrysler (DC) and Ballard Power Systems proprietary data; however, the results shown in Chapter 4 were obtained in simulations using literature parameter values and DC non-proprietary data within the validated model.

The DC experimental data included stack voltage and current, coolant flowrate, and stack inlet and outlet temperatures. Figure 33 shows the model inputs and outputs.
The test condition considered was *no external warming, stack on, idle to full power*. Given time constraints, the test was repeated three times and the experimental error was generated and used for the error bars for the model validation. Figure 34 compares DC experimental data with the model for the test condition. In this comparison, the model appears to correlate well with the experimental data.

**Figure 33: Validation setup**

**Figure 34: Validation results**
The spiked response of the model output in Figure 34 to the dynamic behavior of the experimental input reveals an interesting point about the assumption of linearity for the coolant channel, discussed using the following figure (Figure 35) and explanation.

**Figure 35: Linear coolant temperature distribution**

In Figure 35, the outlet temperature is forced to assume high or low temperatures based on the inlet temperature dynamics. In the upward temperature ramp of Figure 34, the model smoothly follows the experiment. However, at the point of the sudden spike downward in the experimental stack inlet temperature, the model output spikes upward, unlike the experimental output, following the rigid behavior exhibited by the linear distribution. While the model’s validation is acceptable, a further improvement to better handle dynamic behavior would be to consider a second dimension of the cell/stack, i.e., discretize the cell/stack along the direction of coolant flow to determine the real temperature distribution along this dimension.

### 7.3 Equations

**Cell/Endplate**

The equations in this section are organized in the following manner. Each layer shown in Figure 36 is separated, described, and illustrated with an energy balance. Equations then detail the illustration. Please note the explanation of areas used in the equations as illustrated in Figure 37. Please refer to Section 3.1.1 for the assumptions made in the cell model construction.
Figure 36: Model sketch of cell unit and endplates

Figure 37: Illustration of areas used in equations
Figure 37 shows a general cell plate with channels. $A$, or the active area, is used in calculating stack current, $I$. It is also used, in conjunction with channel land contact area, in calculating the channel thermal mass or gas thermal mass in the flowfields. Finally, $A$ is the area normal to the heat flow conducted from the channel land to the adjoining layers. Other layers use $A_{\text{net}}$ in these calculations (with contact area or porosity as noted). For example, $A_{\text{net5L}}$ is the net area multiplied by the fraction representing the solid portion of the porosity, or the “land” (L), for layer 5. See the Nomenclature section for detailed definitions.

**Derivation of overall heat transfer coefficient, $U$**

Each energy balance equation includes a calculation for the overall heat transfer coefficient, $U$. Figure 38 provides the illustration for the following explanation.

The thermal resistance for conduction and convection is shown in Figure 38. Note that the nodes defining the resistance boundaries are placed at the center of each section. This method was used in order to use the average temperature in the section, which was assumed to be in the center under steady state conditions.

The parameters $k$ and $t$ are the thermal conductivities and material thickness, respectively for the composite plates and $h$ is the heat transfer coefficient of a fluid. An
arbitrary temperature profile is shown, represented by $T_1$, $T_a$, $T_2$, $T_b$, $T_3$, $T_c$, $T_4$, $T_d$ and $T_5$. At steady state, the heat flux, $q''$ is equal to $U \Delta T$, is identical in each section and can be described by the following equations. Take the segment represented by $T_1$, $T_a$ and $T_2$:

**General equation**: $q'' = U \Delta T$

1. $q'' = h(T_1 - T_a)$
   
   OR

   $q'' \frac{1}{h} = T_1 - T_a$

2. $q'' = \frac{k_2}{t_2 / 2} (T_a - T_2)$
   
   OR

   $q'' \frac{t_2 / 2}{k_2} = T_a - T_2$

Adding heat flux equations (1) and (2) together yield:

\[
q'' \left( \frac{1}{h} + \frac{t_2 / 2}{k_2} \right) = T_1 - T_2
\]

\[
\therefore \quad U = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{h} + \frac{t_2 / 2}{k_2}}
\]

For the segment represented by $T_2$, $T_b$ and $T_3$:

**General equation**: $q'' = U \Delta T$

1. $q'' = \frac{k_2}{t_2 / 2} (T_2 - T_b)$
   
   OR

   $q'' \frac{t_2 / 2}{k_2} = T_2 - T_b$

2. $q'' = \frac{k_3}{t_3 / 2} (T_b - T_3)$
   
   OR

   $q'' \frac{t_3 / 2}{k_3} = T_b - T_3$

Adding heat flux equations (1) and (2) together yield:
\[ q'' \left( \frac{t_2}{k_2} + \frac{t_3}{k_3} \right) = T_2 - T_3 \]

\[ U = \frac{1}{\frac{t_2}{k_2} + \frac{t_3}{k_3}} \]

Similar expressions can be derived for the other segments.

For clarification, the expressions used for heat rate in the layer equations on the following pages are of the form \( \dot{Q} = UA(T_1 - T_2) \).

ENDPLATE ASSEMBLY

LAYER: ENDPLATE – The endplate is placed on either end of the fuel cell stack and, with other hardware, serves to compress the cells together.

SKETCH:

![Endplate Energy Balance Diagram]

**Figure 39: Endplate energy balance**

EQUATIONS:

\[
\left( \rho_e (A_{net} t_e) C_{p_e} \right) \frac{dT_e}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{bus-e} + \dot{Q}_{envir-e}
\]

**Equation 6: Energy Balance**

The \( \dot{Q} \) expressions in Equation 6 are shown below.
\begin{align*}
\dot{Q}_{bus-e} &= U_{bus-e}A_{net}(T_{bus} - T_e) \\
\dot{Q}_{envir-e} &= U_{envir-e}A_{net}(T_{envir} - T_e)
\end{align*}

**Equation 7: Set of heat flows**

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 8.

\begin{align*}
U_{bus-e} &= \frac{1}{t_{bus}/2k_{bus} + t_e/2k_e} \\
U_{envir-e} &= \frac{1}{t_e/2k_e + 1/h_{envir}}
\end{align*}

**Equation 8: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**

Note: For the convection term, $1/h_{envir}$, $A_{net}$ is used as the area, i.e. the term is used to represent convective losses from the endplate to the environment; however, it is assumed that $h_{envir}A_{net}$ is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat loss from the stack to the environment.

**LAYER: BUS** – The bus is part of the endplate assembly and is positioned between the endplate and interface (I/F) layer. This layer is the connection between endplates via the external circuit.

**SKETCH:**

![Bus energy balance diagram](image)

**Figure 40: Bus energy balance**

**EQUATIONS:**
\[(\rho_{bus}(A_{net}t_{bus})C_p_{bus})\frac{dT_{bus}}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{e-bus} + \dot{Q}_{IF-bus} + \dot{Q}_{res-bus}\]

Equation 9: Energy Balance

The \( \dot{Q} \) expressions in Equation 9 are shown below.

\[\dot{Q}_{e-bus} = U_{e-bus} A_{net} (T_e - T_{bus})\]

\[\dot{Q}_{IF-bus} = U_{IF-bus} A_{net} (T_{IF} - T_{bus})\]

Equation 10: Set of heat flows

\[\dot{Q}_{res-bus} = (iA)^2 \frac{\rho_{res-bus}t_{bus}}{A_{net}}\]

Equation 11: Heat generation

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 12.

\[U_{e-bus} = \frac{1}{t_{bus}/2k_{bus} + t_e/2k_e}\]

\[U_{IF-bus} = \frac{1}{t_{IF}/2k_{IF} + t_{bus}/2k_{bus}}\]

Equation 12: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients

LAYER: I/F PLATE – The interface (I/F) plate is part of the endplate assembly and is positioned between the assembly and the end cell.

SKETCH:
EQUATIONS:

\[
(\rho_{IF}(A_{net}t_{IF})C_{p_{IF}}) \frac{dT_{IF}}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{v-IF} + \dot{Q}_{A-IF} + \dot{Q}_{bus-IF} + \dot{Q}_{res-IF}
\]

Equation 13: Energy Balance

The \( \dot{Q} \) expressions in Equation 13 are shown below.

\[
\dot{Q}_{v-IF} = U_{v-IF} A_{void} (T_1 - T_{IF})
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{A-IF} = U_{A-IF} A_{IF} (T_1 - T_{IF})
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{bus-IF} = U_{bus-IF} A_{net} (T_{bus} - T_{IF})
\]

Equation 14: Set of heat flows

\[
\dot{Q}_{res-IF} = \left(\frac{\rho_{IF}}{A_{net}}\right)^{1/2} \left(\frac{\rho_{res-IF}t_{IF}}{A_{net}}\right)
\]

Equation 15: Heat generation

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 16.

\[
U_{v-IF} = \frac{1}{t_{IF}/2k_{IF} + 1/h_1}
\]
Equation 16: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients

Note: For the convection term, $1/h_1$, $A_{1\text{void}}$ is used as the area; however, it is assumed that $h_1A_{1\text{void}}$ is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the coolant.

CELL ASSEMBLY

LAYER 1: COOLANT - Within the cooling channels flows a water/ethylene glycol mixture, the medium by which heat is carried to or from the fuel cell.

SKETCH:

![Coolant layer energy balance](image)

Figure 43: Coolant layer energy balance

EQUATIONS:

\[
(m_{\text{WEG}}C_{p_{\text{WEG}}} + \rho_i(A_{1t}t_1)C_{p_1}) \frac{dT_1}{dt} = Q_{IF-1L} + Q_{IF-1} + Q_{2-1} + Q_{2-1L} +
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{rel}} + \dot{H}_{\text{weg in}} - \dot{H}_{\text{weg out}}
\]

Equation 17: Energy Balance
The $\dot{Q}$ and $\dot{H}$ expressions in Equation 17 are shown below.

\[
\dot{Q}_{IF-1} = U_{IF-1} A_{1\text{void}} (T_{IF} - T_1)
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_{IF-1L} = U_{IF-1L} A_{L} (T_{IF} - T_1)
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_{2-1} = U_{2-1} A_{1\text{void}} (T_2 - T_1)
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_{2-1L} = U_{2-1L} A_{L} (T_2 - T_1)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{WEGin} = m_{WEG} c_{pWEG} T_{WEGin}
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{WEGout} = m_{WEG} c_{pWEG} T_{WEGout}
\]

**Equation 18: Heat flows**

\[
\dot{Q}_{res} = (iA)^2 \frac{D_{res} t_1}{A_{1L}}
\]

**Equation 19: Heat generation**

\[
\dot{m}_{WEGin} = \dot{m}_{WEGout}
\]

**Equation 20: Molar flows**

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 21.

\[
U_{IF-1} = \frac{1}{t_{IF}/2k_{IF} + 1/h_i}
\]
\[
U_{IF-1-L} = \frac{1}{t_{IF}/2k_{IF} + t_i/2k_i}
\]
\[
U_{2-1} = \frac{1}{t_2/2k_2 + 1/h_i}
\]
\[
U_{2-1-L} = \frac{1}{t_2/2k_2 + t_i/2k_1}
\]

**Equation 21: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**

Notes:

1) For cooling layers not next to the interface plate (I/F), the “I/F” is replaced with “10” to represent the 10th layer of the previous cell, as seen in the repeating unit of Figure 37.
2) For the convection term, $1/h_1$, $A_{\text{void}}$ is used as the area; however, it is assumed that $h_1A_{\text{void}}$ is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the coolant.

LAYER 2: PLATE - On either side of the plate exist channels for the coolant and anode gases. The plate is solid and non-permeable and serves to completely separate the two flows.

SKETCH:

![Sketch of plate energy balance]

**Figure 44: Plate energy balance**

**EQUATIONS:**

$$
\left( \rho_2 (A_{\text{net}} t_2) C_{p_2} \right) \frac{dT_2}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{1-2} + \dot{Q}_{1L-2} + \dot{Q}_{2-2} + \dot{Q}_{3L-2} + \dot{Q}_{\text{res}}
$$

**Equation 22: Energy Balance**

The $\dot{Q}$ expressions in Equation 22 are shown below.

$$
\dot{Q}_{1-2} = U_{1-2} A_{\text{void}} (T_1 - T_2)
$$

$$
\dot{Q}_{1L-2} = U_{1L-2} A_{1L} (T_1 - T_2)
$$

$$
\dot{Q}_{3-2} = U_{3-2} A_{\text{void}} (T_3 - T_2)
$$

$$
\dot{Q}_{3L-2} = U_{3L-2} A_{3L} (T_3 - T_2)
$$
Equation 23: Set of heat flows

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{rev2}} = (iA)^2 \frac{P_{\text{rev2}t_2}}{A_{\text{net}}} \]

Equation 24: Heat generation

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 25.

\[
U_{1-2} = \frac{1}{t_2/2k_2 + 1/h_1} \\
U_{1L-2} = \frac{1}{t_2/2k_2 + t_1/2k_i} \\
U_{3-2} = \frac{1}{t_2/2k_2 + 1/h_3} \\
U_{3L-2} = \frac{1}{t_2/2k_2 + t_3/2k_3}
\]

Equation 25: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients

Notes:

1) For the convection term, \(1/h_1, A_{1\text{void}}\) is used as the area; however, it is assumed that \(h_1A_{1\text{void}}\) is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the coolant.

2) For the convection term, \(1/h_3, A_{3\text{void}}\) is used as the area; however, it is assumed that \(h_3A_{3\text{void}}\) is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the anode stream.

LAYER 3: ANODE GASES FLOWFIELD – The flowfield serves to carry the anode gases from the entrance point into the fuel cell to the gas exit.

SKETCH:
Figure 42: Anode channel energy balance

EQUATIONS:

\[
(\bar{c}p_{avg} (n_{gases} + n_{liq}) + \rho_3 (A_{3L} T_3) C_{p3}) \frac{dT_3}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{2-3} + \dot{Q}_{2-3L} + \dot{Q}_{4-3} + \dot{Q}_{4-3L} + \dot{Q}_{res} + \dot{H}_{H_2, in} + \dot{H}_{H_2Ov, in} + \dot{H}_{H_2Oli, in} - \dot{H}_{H_2, out} - \dot{H}_{H_2Ov, out} - \dot{H}_{H_2Oli, out} - \dot{H}_{H_2, 3-4} - \dot{H}_{H_2Ov, 3-4} - \dot{H}_{H_2Oli, 3-4}
\]

Equation 17: Energy Balance

The \( \dot{Q} \) and \( \dot{H} \) expressions in Equation 17 are shown below.

\[
\dot{Q}_{2-3} = U_{2-3} A_{3\text{void}} (T_2 - T_3)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{2-3L} = U_{2-3L} A_{3L} (T_2 - T_3)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{4-3} = U_{4-3} A_{3\text{void}} (T_4 - T_3)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{4-3L} = U_{4-3L} A_{3L} (T_4 - T_3)
\]

\[
\dot{H}_{H_2, in} = n_{H_2, in} h_{H_2}(T_{3, in})
\]
Equation 18: Set of heat flows
\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{res}} = (iA)^2 \frac{\rho_{\text{res}}^3 T_3}{A_3 L} \]

Equation 19: Heat generation
\[
\dot{n}_{H_2 \text{in}} - \dot{n}_{H_2 \text{out}} = \dot{n}_{H_2 3-4} = \dot{n}_{H_2} = \frac{iA}{2F} \]
\[
\dot{n}_{H_2 \text{in}} = SR_{H_2} \dot{n}_{H_2} \]
\[
\dot{n}_{H,O} = \dot{n}_{H_2,Ov} + \dot{n}_{H_2,Ol} \]
\[
\dot{n}_{H,O \text{in}} - \dot{n}_{H,O \text{out}} = \dot{n}_{H,O 3-4} \]

Equation 20: Set of molar flows
The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 21.
\[
U_{2-3} = \frac{1}{t_2/2k_2 + 1/h_3} \]
\[
U_{2-3L} = \frac{1}{t_2/2k_2 + t_3/2k_3} \]
\[ U_{4-3} = \frac{1}{t_4/2k_4 + 1/h_3} \]

\[ U_{4-3L} = \frac{1}{t_4/2k_4 + t_3/2k_3} \]

**Equation 21: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**

Note: For the convection term, \(1/h_3\), \(A_{\text{void}}\) is used as the area; however, it is assumed that \(h_3A_{\text{void}}\) is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the anode stream.

The calculation for the vapor and liquid water molar flowrates is as follows:

**anode channel inlet (in):**

\[ P_{H_2Ov, in} = \phi_{in} P_{sat}(T_{in}) \]

\[ X_{H_2Ov, in} = \frac{P_{H_2Ov, in}}{P_{tot}} \]

\[ X_{H_2O, in} = \frac{P_{sat}(T_{in})}{P_{tot}} \]

\[ X_{H_2} = 1 - X_{H_2O, in} \]

\[ n_{tot, in} = \frac{SRn_{H_2}}{X_{H_2}} = \frac{n_{H_2, in}}{X_{H_2}} \]

\[ n_{H_2Ov, in} = X_{H_2Ov, in} n_{tot, in} = n_{H_2O, in} \]

\[ n_{H_2O, in} = 0 \]
anode channel middle (mid):

\[ n_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{mid}} = n_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{in}} - n_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{migration, mid}} \]
\[ n_{\text{tot, mid}} = n_{\text{tot, in}} - n_{\text{H}_2, \text{rxn}} - n_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{migration, mid}} \]
\[ X_{v, \text{sat}} = \frac{P_{\text{sat}}(T_{\text{mid}})}{P_{\text{tot}}} \]
\[ X_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{mid}} = \frac{n_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{mid}}}{n_{\text{tot, mid}}} \]

if \( X_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{mid}} \geq X_{v, \text{sat}} \)
\[ X_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, v, \text{mid}} = X_{v, \text{sat}} \]
\[ X_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, l, \text{mid}} = X_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{mid}} - X_{v, \text{sat}} \]

if \( X_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{mid}} \leq X_{v, \text{sat}} \)
\[ X_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, v, \text{mid}} = X_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{mid}} \]
\[ X_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, l, \text{mid}} = 0 \]
\[ n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, v, migration, mid}} = X_{\text{H}_2\text{O, v, mid}} n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, migration, mid}} \]
\[ n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, l, migration, mid}} = X_{\text{H}_2\text{O, l, mid}} n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, migration, mid}} \]

anode channel outlet (out):

\[ n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, mid}} = n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, out}} \]
\[ n_{\text{tot, mid}} = n_{\text{tot, out}} \]
\[ n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, v, out}} = X_{\text{H}_2\text{O, v, out}} n_{\text{tot, out}} \]
\[ n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, l, out}} = n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, out}} - n_{\text{H}_2\text{O, v, out}} \]

Note: net migration water (or water drag) is assumed to be 0 in the model, i.e., electro-osmotic water drag through the membrane from anode to cathode is assumed to be equal to the back diffusion of product water from cathode to anode (refer to Sena et al., 1999).

The calculation of the thermal mass of the gas/liquid mixture is as follows:
thermal mass = \( cp_{\text{avg}} (n_{\text{gases}} + n_{\text{liq}}) \)
\[ n_{\text{gases}} = \frac{PV_{\text{gases}}}{RT} \]
\[ n_{\text{liq}} = \frac{V_{\text{liq}} \rho_{\text{liq}}}{MW_{H_2O}} \]
\[ V_{\text{liq}} = V_{\text{void}} - V_{\text{gases}} \]
\[ V_{\text{void}} = A_{\text{void}} t_3 \]
\[ V_{\text{gases}} = \varepsilon V_{\text{void}} \]

where \[ \varepsilon = \left( \frac{\rho_{\text{gases}}}{\rho_{\text{liq}}} \frac{1-Y}{Y} + 1 \right)^{-1} \] (Baehr and Stephan, 1998)

LAYER 4: ANODE GAS DIFFUSION LAYER (GDL) – The porosity of the GDL ensures effective diffusion of the reactant gases to the anode catalyst. The GDL also allows permeation of water vapor to the membrane to keep it humidified.

SKETCH:

![Diagram of anode gas diffusion layer energy balance]

**Figure 43: Anode gas diffusion layer energy balance**

**EQUATIONS:**
\[
(c p_{avg} (n_{gases} + n_{liq}) + \rho_4 (A_{nat} t_4) C p_4) \frac{dT_4}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{3-4} + \dot{Q}_{3L-4} + \dot{Q}_{5-4} + \dot{Q}_{\text{res4}} +
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2, 3-4} + \dot{H}_{H_2Ov, 3-4} + \dot{H}_{H_2O, 3-4} - \dot{H}_{H_2, 4-5} - \dot{H}_{H_2Ov, 4-5} - \dot{H}_{H_2O, 4-5}
\]

**Equation 22: Energy Balance**
(In Equation 22 the density, \( \rho_4 \), takes porosity into account so \( A_{\text{net}} \) is used.)

The \( \dot{Q} \) and \( \dot{H} \) expressions in Equation 22 are shown below.

\[
\dot{Q}_{3-4} = U_{3-4} A_{\text{void}} (T_3 - T_4)
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_{3L-4} = U_{3L-4} A_{3L} (T_3 - T_4)
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_{5-4} = U_{5-4} A_{\text{net}5L} (T_5 - T_4)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2,3-4} = n_{H_2} h_{H_2} (T_3)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2,0v,3-4} = n_{H_2,0v} h_{H_2,0v} (T_3)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2,0l,3-4} = n_{H_2,0l} h_{H_2,0l} (T_3)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2,4-5} = n_{H_2} h_{H_2} (T_4)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2,0v,4-5} = n_{H_2,0v} h_{H_2,0v} (T_4)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2,0l,4-5} = n_{H_2,0l} h_{H_2,0l} (T_4)
\]

**Equation 23: Set of heat flows**

(Note: \( A_{\text{net}5L} \) represents the area of the solid portion of the porous catalyst. Convective heat transfer is neglected for the void portion of the porous catalyst.)

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{res}4} = (iA)^2 \frac{\rho_{\text{res}4} T_4}{A_{\text{net}}} \text{ (accounts for porosity so } A_{\text{net}} \text{ is used)}
\]

**Equation 24: Heat generation**

\[
n_{H_2,3-4} = n_{H_2,4-5}
\]
\[
n_{H_2,0v,3-4} = n_{H_2,0v,4-5}
\]

**Equation 25: Set of molar flows**

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 26.

\[
U_{3-4} = \frac{1}{t_4/2k_4 + 1/h_3}
\]
\[
U_{3L-4} = \frac{1}{t_4/2k_4 + t_3/2k_3}
\]
\[ U_{5-4} = \frac{1}{t_5/2k_5 + t_4/2k_4} \]

**Equation 26: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**

Note: For the convection term, \(1/h_3 A_{3\text{void}}\) is used as the area; however, it is assumed that \(h_3 A_{3\text{void}}\) is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the anode stream.

The calculation for the vapor and liquid water migration molar flowrates is the same as shown in Layer 3 for the middle section.

The calculation of the thermal mass of the gas/liquid mixture is as follows:

\[
\text{thermal mass} = c p_{avg} (n_{gases} + n_{liq})
\]

\[
n_{gases} = \frac{PV_{gases}}{RT_4}
\]

\[
n_{liq} = \frac{V_{liq} P_{liq}}{MW_{H_2O}}
\]

\[
V_{liq} = V_{4\text{void}} - V_{gases}
\]

\[
V_{4\text{void}} = A_{net4\text{void}} t_4
\]

\[
V_{gases} = g V_{4\text{void}}
\]

**LAYER 5: ANODE CATALYST SUPPORT** – The anode catalyst support is a platinum-loaded carbon layer on which the \(H_2\) molecule is dissociated. Two hydrogen (H) atoms bond to two platinum (Pt) atoms that allow each H atom to release an electron to form a \(H^+\) ion. The ions pass through the membrane while the electrons pass through the outer circuit from the anode to the cathode.

**SKETCH:**
Figure 44: Anode catalyst energy balance

EQUATIONS:

\[
\begin{align*}
(c p_{\text{avg}} (n_{\text{gases}} + n_{\text{liq}}) + \rho_S (A_{\text{netSL}} T_S)) \frac{dT_S}{dt} &= Q_{4-5} + Q_{6-5} + Q_{\text{int5}} + Q_{\text{res5}} + \\
H_{H_2,4-5} + H_{H_2O,4-5} + H_{H_2O_2,5-6} - H_{H^+,5-6} - H_{H_2O,5-6} - H_{H_2O_2,5-6}
\end{align*}
\]

Equation 27: Energy Balance

The \( \dot{Q} \) and \( \dot{H} \) expressions in Equation 27 are shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{Q}_{4-5} &= U_{4-5} A_{\text{netSL}} (T_4 - T_5) \\
\dot{Q}_{6-5} &= U_{6-5} A_{\text{netSL}} (T_6 - T_5) \\
\dot{H}_{H_2,4-5} &= n_{H_2} h_{H_2}(T_4) \\
\dot{H}_{H_2O,4-5} &= n_{H_2O} h_{H_2O}(T_4) \\
\dot{H}_{H_2O_2,4-5} &= n_{H_2O_2} h_{H_2O_2}(T_4) \\
\dot{H}_{H^+,5-6} &= n_{H^+} h_{H^+}(T_5) \\
\dot{H}_{H_2O_2,5-6} &= n_{H_2O_2} h_{H_2O_2}(T_5)
\end{align*}
\]
\[ H_{H_2,OL}^{5-6} = n_{H_2,OL}^{5-6} h_{H_2,OL} (T_5) \]

**Equation 28: Set of heat flows**

(Note: \( A_{\text{net}5L} \) represents the area of the solid portion of the porous catalyst. Convective heat transfer is neglected for the void portion of the porous catalyst.)

\[ \dot{Q}_{r5} = (iA)^2 \frac{\rho_{r5} T_5}{A_{\text{net}5L}} \]

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{chemrxn}5} = \text{arbitrary} \ (\text{based on information presented in Section 3.3}) \]

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{int5}} = iA \left( \frac{T\Delta S}{2F} + \eta_5 + (iA) R_{\text{elec}} + \frac{\Delta H_{H_2O}}{iA} \right), \text{ for layer 5: anode catalyst} \]

where

1st term = entropy loss, Anode \( \Delta S = -130.7 \text{ J/molK}, \) (Wöhr et al, 1998)

2nd term = activation overpotential (assumed 0)

3rd term = electrical resist. loss (of layer 5, included separately as \( \dot{Q}_{r5} \))

4th term = heat of vaporization (already accounted for in the enthalpy equations)

**Equation 29: Heat generation**

\[ H_2 \text{ properties are assumed for } H^+ \]

\[ n_{H_2O4-5} = n_{H_2O5-6} \]

**Equation 30: Molar flow**

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 31.

\[ U_{4-5} = \frac{1}{t_4/2k_4 + t_5/2k_5} \]

\[ U_{6-5} = \frac{1}{t_6/2k_6 + t_5/2k_5} \]

**Equation 31: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**

The calculation for the vapor and liquid water migration molar flowrates is the same as shown in Layer 3 for the middle section.

The calculation of the thermal mass of the gas/liquid mixture is as follows:

variable mass = \( cp_{\text{avg}} (n_{\text{gases}} + n_{\text{liq}}) \)
5

\[ n_{\text{gases}} = \frac{PV_{\text{gases}}}{RT_5} \]

\[ n_{\text{liq}} = \frac{V_{\text{liq}}P_{\text{liq}}}{MW_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}} \]

\[ V_{\text{liq}} = V_{\text{5void}} - V_{\text{gases}} \]

\[ V_{\text{5void}} = A_{\text{net5void}}t_5 \]

\[ V_{\text{gases}} = \varepsilon V_{\text{5void}} \]

**LAYER 6: MEMBRANE** – The polymer electrolyte membrane (after which the PEM fuel cell stack is named) is the medium by which the \( H^+ \) ions travel from anode to cathode.

**SKETCH:**

![Figure 45: Membrane energy balance](image)

**EQUATIONS:**

\[
(cP_{avg}(n_{\text{gases}} + n_{\text{liq}}) + \rho_6(A_{\text{net6}})CP_6) \frac{dT_6}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{5-6} + \dot{Q}_{7-6} + \dot{Q}_{\text{res6}} + \dot{H}_{\text{H}^+, 5-6} + \dot{H}_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, 5-6} - \dot{H}_{\text{H}^+, 6-7} - \dot{H}_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, 6-7} - \dot{H}_{\text{H}_2\text{O}, 6-7}
\]

**Equation 32: Energy Balance**
The $\dot{Q}$ and $\dot{H}$ expressions in Equation 32 are shown below.

\[
\dot{Q}_{5-6} = U_{5-6} A_{net5L}(T_5 - T_6)
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_{7-6} = U_{7-6} A_{net7L}(T_7 - T_6)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H^+,5-6} = n_{H_2} h_{H_2}(T_5)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2Ov,5-6} = n_{H_2Ov,5-6} h_{H_2Ov}(T_5)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2O,l,5-6} = n_{H_2O,l,5-6} h_{H_2O,l}(T_5)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H^+,6-7} = n_{H_2} h_{H_2}(T_6)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2Ov,6-7} = n_{H_2Ov,6-7} h_{H_2Ov}(T_6)
\]
\[
\dot{H}_{H_2O,l,6-7} = n_{H_2O,l,6-7} h_{H_2O,l}(T_6)
\]

**Equation 33: Set of heat flows**

(Note: $A_{net5L}$ and $A_{net7L}$ represent the area of the solid portion of the porous catalyst. Convective heat transfer is neglected for the void portion of the porous catalyst.)

\[
\dot{Q}_{res6} = (iA)^2 \frac{\rho_{res6} t_6}{A_{net}} \text{ (protonic resistance)}
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{wire6} = \text{arbitrary}
\]

**Equation 34: Heat generation**

$H_2$ properties are assumed for $H^+$

\[
\dot{H}_{H_2O,5-6} = n_{H_2O,5-6}
\]

**Equation 35: Molar flow**

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Error! Reference source not found.

\[
U_{5-6} = \frac{1}{t_6/2k_6 + t_5/2k_5}
\]
\[
U_{7-6} = \frac{1}{t_6/2k_6 + t_7/2k_7}
\]

**Equation 36: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**
Note: The calculation for the vapor and liquid water migration molar flowrates is the same as shown in Layer 3 for the middle section. It is assumed that there is no liquid or vapor within the membrane so no gas/liquid mixture thermal mass calculation is performed.

LAYER 7: CATHODE CATALYST SUPPORT – The cathode catalyst support is a platinum-loaded carbon layer on which the oxygen combines with the $H^+$ ions and electrons to form water and heat.

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{6-7} & \quad H_{H^+,6-7} & \quad H_{H_2Ov,6-7} & \quad H_{H_2Oli,6-7} \\
Q_{int7} & \quad Q_{res7} & \quad T_7 & \quad Q_{chemrxn,7} (if \ used) \\
Q_{8-7} & \quad H_{O_2,8-7} & \quad H_{H_2Ov,7-8} & \quad H_{H_2Oli,7-8}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 46: Cathode catalyst energy balance

EQUATIONS:

\[
(c \rho _{avg} (n_{gases} + n_{liq}) + \rho _7 (A_{net7L} T_7) C_{p7}) \frac{dT_7}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{6-7} + \dot{Q}_{8-7} + \dot{Q}_{res7} + \dot{Q}_{int7}
\]

\[
H_{H^+,6-7} + H_{H_2Ov,6-7} + H_{H_2Oli,6-7} + H_{O_2,8-7} - H_{H_2Ov,7-8} - H_{H_2Oli,7-8}
\]

Equation 37: Energy Balance

The $\dot{Q}$ and $\dot{H}$ expressions in Equation 37 are shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{Q}_{6-7} &= U_{6-7} A_{net7L} (T_6 - T_7) \\
\dot{Q}_{8-7} &= U_{8-7} A_{net7L} (T_8 - T_7) \\
\dot{H}_{H^+,6-7} &= \dot{n}_{H_2} h_{H_2}(T_6)
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{H}_{H_2O, 6-7} &= n_{H_2O, 6-7} h_{H_2O}(T_6) \\
\dot{H}_{H_2O, 6-7} &= n_{H_2O, 6-7} h_{H_2O}(T_6) \\
\dot{H}_{O_2, 8-7} &= n_{O_2} h_{O_2}(T_8) \\
\dot{H}_{H_2O, 7-8} &= n_{H_2O, 7-8} h_{H_2O}(T_7) \\
\dot{H}_{H_2O, 7-8} &= n_{H_2O, 7-8} h_{H_2O}(T_7)
\end{align*}
\]

**Equation 38: Set of heat flows**
(Note: \(A_{net7L}\) represents the area of the solid portion of the porous catalyst. Convective heat transfer is neglected for the void portion of the porous catalyst.)

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{net7}} = (iA)^2 \frac{\rho_{\text{net7}}}{A_{\text{net7L}}}
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{chemrxn7}} = \text{arbitrary} \quad \text{(based on information presented in Section 3.3)}
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{int7}} = iA \left( \frac{T \Delta S}{4F} + \eta_7 + (iA) R_{\text{elec}} + \frac{\Delta H_{H_2O}}{iA} \right), \text{ for layer 7 : cathode catalyst}
\]

where

1st term = entropy loss, Cathode \( \Delta S = -65.0 \text{ J/molK}, \) for liquid water in products, (Wöhr et al, 1998)

2nd term = activation overpotential

\[
\eta_7 = V_{rev} - V_{cell} - IR_{\text{membrane, protonic}}
\]

where \(V_{rev}\) is found in Amphlett et al. (1995a), for temperatures 25°C and above, assuming fixed \(i = 0.5 \text{ A/cm}^2\): \(V_{rev} = 1.229 - (0.85e - 3)(T_7 - 298.15) + (4.3085e - 5)(T_7)(\ln(p_{H_2}) + 0.5(\ln(p_{O_2})))\)

derived from the general Nernst equation:

\[
V_{\text{rev}} = V^0 - \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \left( \frac{p_{O_2}}{p_{H_2}} \right) \quad \text{where} \ V^0 \ \text{can vary with temperature}:
\]

\[
V^0 = V_{\text{ref}}^0 + (T - T^0) \left( \frac{\Delta S^0}{nF} \right)
\]

\[
IR_{\text{membrane, protonic}} = \dot{Q}_{\text{net7L}} / I
\]
activation overpotential from Amphlett et al. (1995b):
\[ \eta_v = -0.9514 + 0.00312T_v - (0.000187)(T_v)(\ln(I)) + (7.4e - 5)(T_v)(\ln(c_{O_2})) \]
where the concentration of O\(_2\) at the gas/liquid interface is derived from Henry's Law
\[ c_{O_2} = \frac{p_{O_2}}{(5.08e + 6) \exp \left( \frac{-498}{T_v} \right)} \]
(constant in denominator: Perry et al. (1963) as seen in Amphlett et al. (1995a))
for temperatures below 25° C, from Datta et al. (2002):
with operation cell voltage, V\(_{\text{cell}}\), fixed at 0.67 V;
current density, with active area assumed to be 100 cm\(^2\) (for stack considered in Datta et al.),
as fn(T):
[-25 -16 -7 2 10 15 20] °C
[0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.23 0.27 0.30] A/cm\(^2\)

3rd term = electrical resist. of layer 7 (included separately as \( Q_{\text{rer}} \))

4th term = heat of vaporization (already accounted for in the enthalpy equations)

**Equation 39: Heat generation**

\[ H_2 \text{ properties are assumed for } H^+ \]
\[ n_{O_2\text{-8-7}} = 0.5 n_{H_2} \]
\[ n_{H_2O\text{\_run}} = n_{H_2} \]
\[ n_{H_2O\text{-7-8}} = n_{H_2O\text{-6-7}} + n_{H_2O\text{\_run}} \]

**Equation 40: Set of molar flows**

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 41.
\[ U_{6-7} = \frac{1}{t_6/2k_6 + t_7/2k_7} \]
\[ U_{8-7} = \frac{1}{t_8/2k_8 + t_7/2k_7} \]

**Equation 41: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**
The calculation for the vapor and liquid water migration molar flowrates is the same as shown in Layer 3 for the middle section.

The calculation of the thermal mass of the gas/liquid mixture is as follows:

\[
\text{thermal mass} = c_p \frac{PV_{\text{gases}}}{RT} (n_{\text{gases}} + n_{\text{liq}})
\]

\[
n_{\text{gases}} = \frac{PV_{\text{gases}}}{RT}
\]

\[
n_{\text{liq}} = \frac{V_{\text{liq}} P_{\text{liq}}}{MW_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}}
\]

\[
V_{\text{liq}} = V_{\gamma \text{void}} - V_{\text{gases}}
\]

\[
V_{\gamma \text{void}} = A_{\text{net} \gamma \text{void}} t_{\gamma}
\]

\[
V_{\text{gases}} = g V_{\gamma \text{void}}
\]

**LAYER 8: CATHODE GAS DIFFUSION LAYER (GDL)** – The porosity of the GDL ensures effective diffusion of the reactant gases to the cathode catalyst. The GDL also allows liquid water produced at the cathode to leave the fuel cell.

**SKETCH:**

*Figure 47: Cathode gas diffusion layer energy balance*
EQUATIONS:

\[
(c_{p,\text{avg}} (n_{\text{gases}} + n_{\text{liq}}) + \rho_8 (A_{\text{net},8} c_{p,8})) \frac{dT_8}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{7-8} + \dot{Q}_{9-8} + \dot{Q}_{9L-8} + \dot{Q}_{\text{res},8} + \\
H_{\text{H}_2\text{O},7-8} + H_{\text{H}_2\text{O},7-8} + H_{\text{O}_2,9-8} - H_{\text{H}_2\text{O},8-9} - H_{\text{H}_2\text{O},8-9} - H_{\text{O}_2,8-7}
\]

**Equation 42: Energy Balance**

(In Equation 42 the density, \(\rho_8\), takes porosity into account so \(A_{\text{net}}\) is used.)

The \(\dot{Q}\) and \(H\) expressions in Equation 42 are shown below.

\[
\dot{Q}_{7-8} = U_{7-8} A_{\text{net},7L} (T_7 - T_8)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{9-8} = U_{9-8} A_{\text{void}} (T_9 - T_8)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{9L-8} = U_{9L-8} A_{\text{L}} (T_9 - T_8)
\]

\[
H_{\text{H}_2\text{O},7-8} = n_{\text{H}_2\text{O},7-8} h_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} (T_7)
\]

\[
H_{\text{H}_2\text{O},7-8} = n_{\text{H}_2\text{O},7-8} h_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} (T_7)
\]

\[
H_{\text{O}_2,8-7} = n_{\text{O}_2} h_{\text{O}_2} (T_8)
\]

\[
H_{\text{H}_2\text{O},8-9} = n_{\text{H}_2\text{O},8-9} h_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} (T_8)
\]

\[
H_{\text{H}_2\text{O},8-9} = n_{\text{H}_2\text{O},8-9} h_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} (T_8)
\]

\[
H_{\text{O}_2,9-8} = n_{\text{H}_2} h_{\text{H}_2} (T_9)
\]

**Equation 43: Set of heat flows**

(Note: \(A_{\text{net},7L}\) represents the area of the solid portion of the porous catalyst. Convective heat transfer is neglected for the void portion of the porous catalyst.)

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{res},8} = (iA)^2 \frac{\rho_{\text{res},8}}{A_{\text{net}}} (the \text{ specific resist. } \rho_{\text{res},8} \text{ accounts for porosity so } A_{\text{net}} \text{ is used})
\]

**Equation 44: Heat generation**

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{O}_2,9-8} = n_{\text{O}_2,8-7}
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{H}_2\text{O},7-8} = n_{\text{H}_2\text{O},8-9}
\]

**Equation 45: Set of molar flows**
The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 46.

\[
U_{7-8} = \frac{1}{t_7/k_7 + t_8/k_8} \\
U_{9-8} = \frac{1}{t_8/k_8 + 1/h_9} \\
U_{9L-8} = \frac{1}{t_8/k_8 + t_9/k_9}
\]

**Equation 46: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**

Note: For the convection term, \(1/h_9\), \(A_{\text{void}}\) is used as the area; however, it is assumed that \(h_9A_{\text{void}}\) is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the cathode stream.

The calculation for the vapor and liquid water migration molar flowrates is the same as shown in Layer 3 for the middle section.

The calculation of the thermal mass of the gas/liquid mixture is as follows:

\[
\text{thermal mass} = cp_{\text{avg}}(n_{\text{gases}} + n_{\text{liq}})
\]

\[
n_{\text{gases}} = \frac{PV_{\text{gases}}}{RT_8}
\]

\[
n_{\text{liq}} = \frac{V_{\text{liq}}\rho_{\text{liq}}}{MW_{H_2O}}
\]

\[
V_{\text{liq}} = V_{\text{void}} - V_{\text{gases}}
\]

\[
V_{\text{void}} = A_{\text{net}8\text{void}}t_8
\]

\[
V_{\text{gases}} = \epsilon V_{\text{void}}
\]

**Layer 9: Cathode Gases Flowfield** - The flowfield serves to carry the cathode gases from the entrance point into the fuel cell to the gas exit.

**Sketch:**
EQUATIONS:

\[
\left( \sum (n_i C_{p_i}) \right)_{\text{gases}} + \rho_i \left( A_{9_i} T_i \right) C_{p_i} \frac{dT_3}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{\text{8-9}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{8-9L}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{10-9}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{10-9L}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{res9}} + \dot{H}_{\text{O}_2,\text{in}} + \dot{H}_{\text{N}_2,\text{in}} + \dot{H}_{\text{H}_2\text{Ov, in}_c} + \dot{H}_{\text{H}_2\text{O, in}_c} - \dot{H}_{\text{O}_2,\text{out}} - \dot{H}_{\text{N}_2,\text{out}} - \dot{H}_{\text{H}_2\text{Ov, out}_c} - \dot{H}_{\text{H}_2\text{O, out}_c} - \dot{H}_{\text{O}_2,\text{9-8}} - \dot{H}_{\text{H}_2\text{Ov, 8-9}} + \dot{H}_{\text{H}_2\text{O, 8-9}}
\]

Equation 47: Energy Balance

The \( \dot{Q} \) and \( \dot{H} \) expressions in Equation 47 are shown below.

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{8-9}} = U_{8-9,\text{void}} \left( T_8 - T_9 \right)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{8-9L}} = U_{8-9,\text{L}} A_{9L} \left( T_8 - T_9 \right)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{10-9}} = U_{10-9,\text{void}} \left( T_{10} - T_9 \right)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{10-9L}} = U_{10-9,\text{L}} A_{9L} \left( T_{10} - T_9 \right)
\]

\[
\dot{H}_{\text{O}_2,\text{in}} = n_{\text{O}_2,\text{in}} h_{\text{O}_2} \left( T_{\text{in}} \right)
\]
\[ \dot{H}_{N_2 \text{in}} = n_{N_2 \text{in}} h_{N_2} (T_9 \text{in}) \]
\[ \dot{H}_{H_2O \text{in}, c} = n_{H_2O \text{in}} h_{H_2O} (T_9 \text{in}) \]
\[ \dot{H}_{H_2O \text{in}, c} = n_{H_2O \text{in}} h_{H_2O} (T_9 \text{in}) \]
\[ \dot{H}_{O_2 \text{out}} = n_{O_2 \text{out}} h_{O_2} (T_9 \text{out}) \]
\[ \dot{H}_{N_2 \text{out}} = n_{N_2 \text{out}} h_{N_2} (T_9 \text{out}) \]
\[ \dot{H}_{H_2O \text{out}, c} = n_{H_2O \text{out}} h_{H_2O} (T_9 \text{out}) \]
\[ \dot{H}_{H_2O \text{out}, c} = n_{H_2O \text{out}} h_{H_2O} (T_9 \text{out}) \]
\[ \dot{H}_{O_2 9-8} = n_{O_2} h_{O_2} (T_9) \]
\[ \dot{H}_{H_2O 8-9} = n_{H_2O 8-9} h_{H_2O} (T_8) \]
\[ \dot{H}_{H_2O 8-9} = n_{H_2O 8-9} h_{H_2O} (T_8) \]

**Equation 48:** Set of heat flows

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{res9}} = (iA)^2 \frac{\rho_{\text{res9}} f_9}{A_{9L}} \]

**Equation 49:** Heat generation

\[ \dot{n}_{O_2 \text{in}} - \dot{n}_{O_2 \text{out}} = \dot{n}_{O_2 9-8} = \dot{n}_{O_2} = 0.5 \dot{n}_{H_2} \]

\[ \dot{n}_{O_2 \text{in}} = SR_{\text{air}} \dot{n}_{O_2} \]

\[ \dot{n}_{H_2O} = \dot{n}_{H_2O \text{in}} + \dot{n}_{H_2O \text{out}} \]

**Equation 50:** Set of molar flows

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 51.

\[ U_{8-9} = \frac{1}{\frac{t_s}{2k_8} + 1/h_9} \]
\[ U_{8-9L} = \frac{1}{t_8/2k_8 + t_9/2k_9} \]

\[ U_{10-9} = \frac{1}{t_{10}/2k_{10} + 1/h_9} \]

\[ U_{10-9L} = \frac{1}{t_{10}/2k_{10} + t_9/2k_9} \]

**Equation 51: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**

Note: For the convection term, \(1/h_9, A_{\text{void}}\) is used as the area; however, it is assumed that \(h_9A_{\text{void}}\) is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the cathode stream.

The calculation for the vapor and liquid water molar flowrates is similar to what is shown in Layer 3.

The calculation of the thermal mass of the gas/liquid mixture is as follows:

\[ \text{thermal mass} = cp_{\text{avg}} (n_{\text{gases}} + n_{\text{liq}}) \]

\[ n_{\text{gases}} = \frac{PV_{\text{gases}}}{RT_9} \]

\[ n_{\text{liq}} = \frac{V_{\text{liq}}P_{\text{liq}}}{MW_{H_2O}} \]

\[ V_{\text{liq}} = V_{\text{void}} - V_{\text{gases}} \]

\[ V_{\text{gases}} = \varepsilon V_{\text{void}} \]

**Layer 10: PLATE** - On either side of the plate exist channels for the coolant and cathode gases. The plate is solid and non-permeable and serves to completely separate the two flows.

**SKETCH:**
Figure 49: Plate energy balance

EQUATIONS:

\[ (\rho V_{10} C_{p10}) \frac{dT_{10}}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{9-10} + \dot{Q}_{9L-10} + \dot{Q}_{1-10} + \dot{Q}_{1L-10} + \dot{Q}_{res10} \]

Equation 52: Energy Balance

The \( \dot{Q} \) expressions in Equation 52 are shown below.

\[ \dot{Q}_{9-10} = U_{9-10} A_{\text{void}} (T_9 - T_{10}) \]
\[ \dot{Q}_{9L-10} = U_{9L-10} A_L (T_9 - T_{10}) \]
\[ \dot{Q}_{1-10} = U_{1-10} A_{\text{void}} (T_1 - T_{10}) \]
\[ \dot{Q}_{1L-10} = U_{1L-10} A_L (T_1 - T_{10}) \]

Equation 53: Set of heat flows

\[ \dot{Q}_{res10} = (iA)^2 \frac{P_{res10} t_{10}}{A_{net}} \]

Equation 54: Heat generation

The overall heat transfer coefficient terms are shown in Equation 55.
\[ U_{9-10} = \frac{1}{t_{10}/2k_{10} + 1/h_9} \]
\[ U_{9L-10} = \frac{1}{t_{10}/2k_{10} + t_9/2k_9} \]
\[ U_{1-10} = \frac{1}{t_{10}/2k_{10} + 1/h_1} \]
\[ U_{1L-10} = \frac{1}{t_{10}/2k_{10} + t_1/2k_1} \]

**Equation 55: Set of overall heat transfer coefficients**

**Notes:**

1) For the convection term, \(1/h_1, A_{1\text{void}}\) is used as the area; however, it is assumed that \(h_1A_{1\text{void}}\) is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the coolant.

2) For the convection term, \(1/h_9, A_{9\text{void}}\) is used as the area; however, it is assumed that \(h_9A_{9\text{void}}\) is represented by a combined parameter found in the literature (Amphlett et al., 1996) for the heat transfer from the stack to the cathode stream.
### 7.4 Parameters

#### Cell/Endplates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Source, notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEM fuel cell stack</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cell/endplate layers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active area ( (m^2) )</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Sridar et al., 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net area ( (m^2) ) approx 1</td>
<td>0.0367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>end plate x 2 (^2)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k (W/m \text{ K}) )</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density ( (kg/m^3) )</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>Loctite, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( cp (J/kg \text{ K}) )</td>
<td>1464</td>
<td>Tak2000, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>Insulator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_A \text{ to air } (W/K) )</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Amphlett et al., 1996 (represents convective loss from stack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bus plate x 2 (^2)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k (W/m \text{ K}) )</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density ( (kg/m^3) )</td>
<td>8933</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( cp (J/kg \text{ K}) )</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>1.68E-08</td>
<td>Allmeasures.com, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I/F plate x 2 (^2)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k (W/m \text{ K}) )</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density ( (kg/m^3) )</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( cp (J/kg \text{ K}) )</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>1.67E-04</td>
<td>Berning et al., 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coolant channel x 226 (^3)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Amphlett et al., 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Maggio et al., 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k (W/m \text{ K}) )</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Maggio et al., 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density ( (kg/m^3) )</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( cp (J/kg \text{ K}) )</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>1.67E-04</td>
<td>Berning et al., 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>hA to coolant (W/K)</td>
<td>flowrate (kg/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coolant x 226</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.34 (5 gpm) / 6 (87.5 gpm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web x 225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anode gas channel x 225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anode gas x 225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDL x 225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>anode catalyst</strong></td>
<td><strong>support x 225</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.000065</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (W/m K)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp (J/kg K)</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>NIST, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
<td>Kuranen, 1996 (as cited in Argyropoulos et al., 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contact area (%)</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>membrane x 225</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Nafion® 117</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999; Rowe et al., 2001; Mosig, 1998; Maggio et al., 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.000183</td>
<td>DuPont, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (W/m K)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>Maggio et al., 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic wt (kg/m²)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>DuPont, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass (kg)</td>
<td>13.2E-03</td>
<td>DuPont, 2000 and net area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp (J/kg K)</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>PTFE data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>Gottesfeld, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cathode catalyst</strong></td>
<td><strong>support x 225</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.000065</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (W/m K)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp (J/kg K)</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>NIST, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
<td>Kuranen, 1996 (as cited in Argyropoulos et al., 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contact area (%)</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GDL x 225</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>As described in source</td>
<td>Wöhr, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>Wöhr, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (W/m K)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Wöhr, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Wöhr, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp (J/kg K)</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>Wöhr, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
<td>Kauranen, 1996 (as cited in Argyropoulos et al., 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contact area (%)</td>
<td>assume properties incl. porosity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### cathode gas channel x 225

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Graphite</th>
<th>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Mosig, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (W/m K)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp (J/kg K)</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>1.67E-04</td>
<td>Berning et al., 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contact area (%)</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>Mosig, 1998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### cathode gas x 225

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>O₂, N₂, H₂O₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hA to cathode stream (W/K)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>fn(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp (J/kg K)</td>
<td>fn(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h (J/mol)</td>
<td>fn(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air stoich ratio</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure (bars)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### web x 225

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Graphite</th>
<th>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>thickness (m)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (W/m K)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Argyropoulos et al., 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp (J/kg K)</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>Incropera &amp; DeWitt, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific res (ohm-m)</td>
<td>1.67E-04</td>
<td>Berning et al., 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
active area = 300 cm$^2$, used for current (Amps) calculations and for energy calculations for channels; % contact as noted
net area = 367 cm$^2$ used for energy calculations for all other layers, is based on approximation of feed holes subtracted from total area; % contact or porosity as noted

total endplate assembly includes the end plate, bus plate, and interface (I/F) plate accounts for extra cooling section in symmetrical stack of arbitrarily selected 225 cells
inlet relative humidity = 100% (Mosig, 1998; Berning et al., 2002; Rowe and Li, 2001) liquid water in reaction products assumed heat of vaporization taken into account as vapor and liquid enthalpy flows are separated

**Table 7: List of PEM fuel cell stack cell parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Cell System Component</th>
<th>mass x specific heat ($m \times c_p$)</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stack + manifold coolant</td>
<td>27262</td>
<td>see Table 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems piping</td>
<td>9510</td>
<td>assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>startup HX coolant</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>Zilka-Marco et al., (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humidifier coolant</td>
<td>6340</td>
<td>assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compressor coolant</td>
<td>3170</td>
<td>assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fan motor coolant</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traction motor coolant</td>
<td>5389</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiator coolant</td>
<td>12046</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>component</td>
<td>value</td>
<td>description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicle piping</td>
<td>9510</td>
<td>assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pump coolant</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total coolant</td>
<td>75044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total component + coolant</td>
<td>259322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Zilka-Marco et al., 1999; Matson et al., 1999

Table 8: List of $m \times c_p$ values for system components